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Abstract
The photovoltaics industry is enjoying the highest level of growth in its relatively 
short history due, partly, to the so called looming energy crisis. However, the 
technology has yet to reach parity with fossil fuels that will allow it to be instituted as 
a major contributor to global energy demand. As a result of this, research and 
development into improving technologies is also enjoying similar growth. Much of 
this research focuses on the development of improved materials, be it from a photo­
efficiency, cost or availability point of view (usually a combination o f all three).
This work will focus reports on characterisation work that has been performed on a 
potentially exciting material, iron disilicide, which has the possibility o f fulfilling the 
above requirements. In its amorphous form, it offers inexpensive deposition combined 
with high absorption coefficients and an appropriate energy band-gap value (~0.9eV) 
to be used as a photovoltaic material. However, its electrical characteristics have yet 
to be rigorously investigated.
In this thesis, the results of optical, structural and, primarily, electrical 
characterisation of amorphous iron disilicide is reported. The materials properties 
have been investigated as a function o f synthesis method, including ion beam mixing 
of Fe/ Si discrete layers and sputtering of iron/ silicon targets. The effects of intrinsic 
material parameters, such as atomic composition, as well as post deposition 
processing such as thermal treatment have been investigated. Its ability to form 
rectifying junctions required for photovoltaic power generation is reported.
It is shown that ion beam mixing is unlikely to become a viable synthesis route for the 
material. The silicide, in its amorphous form, is shown to consistently exhibits n-type 
conduction, irrespective of post deposition treatment. Heterostructures formed with p- 
type crystalline silicon have been shown to possess rectifying properties, with 
photovoltaic action having been observed in such junctions, and its suitability as a 
photovoltaic material qualified, and largely dismissed. Initial investigations into forms 
of the material that may possess improved viability have been carried out and 
reported.
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Introduction
1. Introduction
With recent acceptance of the link between global warming and human activity, 
specifically the burning of fossil fuels, and the ever increasing global demand for 
energy, the solar sector has enjoyed unparalleled growth over the last decade in excess 
of 30% per year [1]. To continue this growth trend, certain long-term requirements 
have been identified that any photovoltaic (PV) technology will have to satisfy. These 
requirements are that the technology must be [2]:
1) Highly efficient
2) Non-toxic
3) Based upon highly abundant materials
4) Durable
5) Suitable for Thin-Film Technology
Current photovoltaic cell production is overwhelmingly based around bulk crystalline 
silicon wafers, so called ‘first generation’ cells. While this is a proven and well 
established technology compatible with standard industrial techniques, and for the 
most part satisfying the first four o f the above criteria, the high cost o f silicon wafers 
results in a limited cost reduction potential.
Thin-film solar cells, or ‘second generation’ solar cells, offer the potential of 
considerably reduced ‘cost-per-watt’ production than bulk crystalline technologies 
due to 1) the ability to produce the solar cells on inexpensive large-area substrates 
such as glass; 2) reduced use of semiconductor material; 3) to monolithically series- 
connect the cells. Thin-film PV  therefore offers the potential o f considerably reduced 
‘cost-per-watt’ production than bulk crystalline technologies [3]. At present however, 
most thin-film P V  technologies are unable to compete with the higher efficiencies of 
bulk crystalline (see figure 1.1). Those that show the most promise of reaching higher 
efficiencies, namely Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (GIGS) and CdTe based cells, are non-silicon 
based technologies and so are largely incompatible with the fabrication infrastructure 
that the electronics industry has invested significant sums of money in over the last
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few decades, driving up the cost of these cells. Furthermore, they use expensive and 
toxic materials and so do not satisfy criteria 2 and 3 above.
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Figure 1. 1 Increasing efficiencies o f P V  technologies measured under standard conditions [4]
Hence, there is a natural demand to advance thin-film technologies that are 
compatible with current main stream fabrication methods, i.e., are silicon based 
materials, exhibit competitive efficiencies compared to first generation bulk 
crystalline technologies, and use materials that are both abundant and environmentally 
friendly, so called “Kankyo” semiconductors[21].
Iron Disilicide (FeSi2), particularly its semiconducting beta phase, has attracted much 
interest as an optoelectronic material, due to its direct band-gap of 0.87-0.89eV [5, 6, 
7]. Furthermore, it is a silicon based material that is both abundant and non-toxic. 
More recently, the amorphous form of the material (a-FeSi2), has also been reported 
as semiconducting, with a direct band-gap of ~0.88eV [8, 9]. The amorphous form is 
much more desirable from a thin-film PV  perspective due to the potentially minimal 
post-deposition processing required and the fact that it can be deposited onto any 
large area substrate, such as glass, therefore reducing the fabrication cost. While 
significant research has been carried out into the optical properties of the material.
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there is a distinct deficit within the scientific literature with regards to the inherent 
electrical properties. An understanding o f these properties is the next step towards 
integration of this material into effective photovoltaic devices and this is the area with 
which this project is concerned.
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2. Literature Review
2.1 The Photovoltaics Market and Iron Disilicide
The modern electronics industry is dominated by silieon. However, due to its indirect 
band-gap, silicon is a poor material for use with many optoelectronic applications. 
Over the last few decades, research into more suitable optoelectronic materials has 
been dominated by the light emission properties of said materials for use in LEDs and 
lasers, and has been focussed on so called III-V  compounds and other, more exotic 
materials [10]. However, the cost of these materials inhibits their use in large-area 
electronics. Furthermore, while these materials are suited for light emission, the 
material properties required for large-area absorption of light, as is required m PV  
applications, are not quite so stringent. While a direet band-gap semiconductor is 
desirable, due to the inherently higher absorption eoefficients that arise from this (and 
hence lower material consumption), it is not of fundamental importance, which goes 
some way to explain the dominance of silicon within the PV  market to date.
a-Si on Cz Slice 
4.63%
Ribbon SI 
3.50%
SI Film
0.26% Amorphous SI 
8,30%
CIS 
0.18%
Polycrystal Si
47.540/,
Cadmium Tellurlde 
0.42%
Single Crystal SI 
35.17%
Figure 2. 1 M arket share o f various P V  technologies 1111
Of fundamental importance is the materials band-gap energy, which should be small 
enough to effectively absorb the bulk of the solar spectrum, which is in the range of 1 - 
4eV, and the cost-effectiveness of employing the material in large-area applications.
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This second requirement encompasses both the raw material and fabrication costs. In 
an effort to satisfy these requirements, attention has turned ever increasingly toward 
silicon based compounds. Of all of the silicides, iron disilicide in its semiconducting 
beta-phase (P-FeSi]) has attracted particular attention due to its direct band-gap and 
‘Kankyo’ properties. Fe-Si interactions were first investigated in 1968 by Birkholz 
and Schelm [12], but it was Bost and Mahan in 1985 who first reported the direct 
band-gap nature and optical properties of P-PeSi2 and postulated its use for 
optoelectronics [5]. Since then, the synthesis methods, structural, electrical and optical 
properties and device characteristics of P-FeSi] have been investigated thoroughly. 
The amorphous phase of FeSi2 (a-FeSi2) is a development of research undertaken into 
the P-phase, and so a succinct review of significant p-FeSi2 literature would be 
prudent at this point.
2.2 p-FeS:2 Overview
The band-gap of P-FeSi2 has long been discussed. While numerous publications have 
reported an experimentally determined direct band-gap of ~0.85eV [5, 13-15], various 
ab initio calculations have suggested that an indirect band-gap exists a few tens of 
meV below this (see figure 2.2) [16, 17].
2 -
sTr z r R
Figure 2. 2 The band structure o f bulk p-FeSi2 as calculated form ah initio  investigations. The 
results suggest an indirect gap o f 0.73eV (solid arrow) with direct gaps at the Y point and the FZ
line |17].
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Whatever the true band structure of the material may be, in all practical experiments 
the material has exhibited a direct band-gap structure, leading Filonov et al. to 
describe p-FeSi2 as a quasi-direct semiconductor [16]. The determination o f the band- 
gap as being, to all intents and purposes, direct in nature with a value of ~0.85eV 
immediately places P-FeSi2 in the list o f materials suitable for future PV  applications.
Powella et al. calculated that P-FeSi2  has a theoretical solar conversion efficiency as 
high as 23% [18]. Since then, the highest reported efficiency for a working p-FeSÎ2  
device is 3.7% [19], with other groups reporting considerably lower efficiencies [20- 
23]. Makita et al. ascribed this poor performance to the low crystalline quality of the 
P-FeSi2 layers in these experiments and determined that in order to be an effective 
material for thin film solar cell usage, the films need to exhibit [24]:
1) A precisely controlled Fe/Si ratio (“composition'')
2) Single phase or epitaxial films
3) Defect-free lattice structures, ie, no cracks or pinholes
4) Low surface roughness, particularly at the junctions
5) Well controlled impurity doping.
2.2.1 Fabrication of p-FeSi]
The issue of achieving high quality films, as encompassed by requirements 2, 3 and 4 
above, can be overcome with several fabrication techniques involving epitaxial 
growth. These include Solid Phase Epitaxy (SPE), Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) 
and Reactive Deposition Epitaxy (RDE). p-FeSÎ2 has an orthorhombic crystal 
structure and can be grown with several crystal orientations on a silicon substrate and 
the techniques above have been successfully employed by numerous researchers to 
grow high quality, defect-free films [25-30]; however, the issues inherent to epitaxial 
growth, from a market production point o f view, remain; namely the extremely slow
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deposition rates that lead to very low throughput, and, in the case o f P-FeSi2 , the high 
thermal budgets required to achieve the crystalline p-phase (see figure 2.3).
Weight P e r c e n t  Silicon
20 30 40 60
153B“C
1394'*C
\
^ ( r F e )
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(« F e )
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(S i)-—
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Atomic P e r c e n t  Silicon
Figure 2. 3 The binary phase diagram for Fe-Si interactions [31]. Around stoichiom etry the 
sem iconducting f i-¥ e S l  phase, highlighted in blue, exists together with the metallic a-FeSii, w ith a 
transition tem perature between the two o f ~900°C.
2.2.1.1 Sputter Deposition
Sputtering, in its various guises (DC Magnetron Sputtering, RF Magnetron 
Sputtering, Ion Beam Sputter Deposition), offers much more competitive throughputs 
than epitaxial growth (see section 3.2.1). P-FeSi2 is typically synthesized using this 
method via a co-sputter process, ie, the Fe and Si constituents are sputter-deposited 
onto the substrate simultaneously. A thermal treatment is required to obtain the P- 
phase; this can take the form of a thermal anneal subsequent to the deposition process 
[32], or the substrate temperature can be raised during the deposition process [33, 34]. 
The thermal treatment given to the samples has a great influence on the structural 
properties obtained; Sasase et al. found that increasing the substrate temperature 
during deposition to as little as 700”C resulted in the formation of significant amounts 
of the metallic a-phase when an Fe-Si alloy sputter target was used (see figure 2.4) 
[34]. They also found that P-FeSi2 can be formed by simply sputtering Fe onto a 
silicon substrate held between 600”C and 800®C, with the crystalline quality
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increasing with deposition temperature. However, in order for P-FeSi] to be 
successfully synthesized in this way, the deposition rate had to be no greater than 
0.5nm/min, thus bringing about the same issue that epitaxial growth entails, ie, from a 
commercial point of view, it is far too slow!
Fe-Si target»
{b)7üO<C
40 60
2 0  (d eg ree )
Figure 2. 4 XRD results for films grown by sputtering o f an F e-Si alloy target. Even with tbe 
substrate tem perature at 700“C a significant a-phase signal is exhibited [34].
One of the significant advantages of the sputtering technique is the ability to control 
the composition of the deposited samples, as well as the ability to relatively easily 
introduce impurities into the samples (see section 2.2.2). Mckinty et al. found that for 
highly Si deficient samples p-FeSi] could not be synthesized, even with an 18 hour, 
900°C anneal [32]. This annealing regime is typical of the high thermal budgets 
required to achieve mono-crystalline material. Makita et al. found that the crystalline 
quality of the final layers could be improved by initially growing a thin epitaxial p- 
FeSi2 template layer on the substrate followed by a more modest 600°C, 10 minute 
anneal [24]. Films deposited without the template layer and subjected to lower 
thermal budgets are typically polycrystalline in nature.
2.2.1.2 Ion Beam Fabrication Techniques
Ion Beam Synthesis (IBS) of P-FeSi2 involves the implantation of Fe ions into Si 
substrates followed by an annealing process. The quality of the fabricated layers is 
highly dependant upon the implant recipe and annealing parameters. Typically high
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energy, high dose (~200keV, <1x10^^ ions/cm^) implants are used along with 
considerable thermal budgets (<900°C for <20 hours) with the final P-FeSi] layers 
generally taking a polycrystalline form [35-40]. This process has the distinct 
advantage of using fabrication techniques that are already integrated into 
semiconductor manufacturing, and has been successfully used to produce photo­
voltaic devices [52]. A distinct disadvantage is the high thermal budgets required in 
the post-implantation processing.
Ion Beam Mixing (IBM) involves the deposition of Fe onto a silicon substrate, 
followed by an irradiation of the deposited layers by an ion beam to induce atomic 
intermixing of the layers.
Milosavljevic et al. first reported the use of IBM as a growth mechanism for P-FeSi2 
[41]. They evaporated 35-50nm Fe layers onto Si (100). The samples were then 
irradiated by 80-700keV Ar^, Kr^ or Xe^ ions with the substrate temperature ranging 
from room temperature (RT) to 600°C during the irradiation. The energies were 
calculated to give a projected ion range of approximately 8nm deeper than the Fe/Si 
bi-layer, in order to impart the maximum deposition energy to the bi-layer. A layer by 
layer growth of P-FeSi2 was found under Xe"" irradiation at 400-450®C, and a full 
transformation of 35nm of Fe to 105nm of p-FeSi2  was achieved by irradiation by 
205keV Xe^ ions at a dose of 2x10^^ ions/cm^ at 600°C. It was found that the 
percentage fraction of p-FeSi2 within the final layers was highly dependant upon both 
the mass of the ion species and irradiation temperature (see figure 2.6). The final 
layers were also found to have a pronounced surface roughness that could be reduced 
with post-irradiation annealing. Optical characterisation was carried out and a direct 
band-gap of 0.92eV was found, slightly higher than that of epitaxially grown or co­
sputtered P-FeSi2 , along with a photo-absorption coefficient approximately three 
times higher. This was attributed to a pronounced surface roughness of the mixed 
layers [42].
Milosavljevic et al. followed this up by performing a similar experiment, but using 
Fe"" ions rather than noble gas ions with a view to transferring energy more efficiently 
into the Fe layer [43]. They found that highly ordered p-FeSi2 layers can be grown by
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irradiation of a 90nm layer of Fe on Si with 200keV Fe^ ions at 500“C, followed by a
3.5 hour anneal at 870°C.
100
w 20
I
100
80
60
40
100 200 300 400 500 600 
Temperature f  C)
«  20 
i  =
:(i>)
Xe
^ K r
Ar
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 
Ion mass (a.m.u.)
Figure 2. 5 Fraction o f grown p-FeSiz as a function o f a) irradiation tem perature under the 
influence o f 250keV 1x10*^ Xe ions/cm^ and, b) amu o f irradiation species for 250keV Xe, 175keV
Kr and 80keV A r [41].
2.2.2 Controlling the Properties of p-FeSii for Use in Devices
As mentioned in section 2.2, p-FeSi] is considered to be a direct band-gap 
semiconductor with an energy gap of ~0.85eV. Several studies have researched the 
effect o f varying fabrication parameters, particularly thermal processing, on the 
optical emission properties of the material and generally find that the emission 
characteristics improve as the thermal budget is increased [37, 38, 44]. With regards 
to the optical absorption properties, Tan et al. carried out a comprehensive 
investigation of the properties of p-FeSi] as a function of annealing temperatures 
ranging from 300°C to 800°C. They found little variation in the absorption coefficient, 
a, typically of the order of 10  ^cm'’. A variation in the band-gap of 0.84-0.90eV was 
also determined [45].
2.2.2.1 Intrinsic Electrical Properties
The electrical characteristics have historically been much harder to determine, with 
several groups reporting widely varying conduction properties. Hunt et al., while in 
the process of investigating the optical emission properties of the material, fabricated 
P-FeSi]/^/ heterojunctions, and determined p-FeSi] to be of p-type conduction [39]. 
Reeson et al. followed this up with a more detailed study of the J-V  characteristics o f
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P-FeSi]/ n-Si diodes, finding a low reverse leakage eurrent up to -20V, at whieh point 
abrupt avalanche breakdown oeeurred (see figure 2.6) [44]. Again, the results strongly 
indicated p-type conduction. However, when Tan et al. carried out the investigation 
mentioned above, they undertook a Van der Pauw measurement of their samples, 
whieh indicated heavily doped, n-type conductivity [45]. This discrepancy in the 
conduction type is possibly explained by the research carried out by Miki et al. whieh 
suggested that Fe vacancies within the structure introduce donor-like defect centres 
below the conduction band, resulting in n-type conductivity, and conversely Si 
vacancies introduce aceeptor-like defects above the valence band, resulting in p-type 
conductivity [46].
OiOlî -Tunriw ( A)
0.002 •  '
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Figure 2. 6 Forward and reverse I - V characteristics, at room tem perature, for p-FeSi2 /  n-Si
diodes |44 |.
This hypothesis was indicated to be correct by Takakura et al., who grew high quality 
p-FeSL films using RDE, with x  varying from 1.6 to 2.0. Van der Pauw measurements 
were then performed to determine the conduction properties. The results indicated that 
the conduction switched from p-type to n-type at an x value of 1.8-1.9 (see figure 2.7), 
although it should be noted that, by their own admission, the composition values have 
a large error associated, and the actual ratio at which the conduction changes may 
need to be adjusted [47].
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Figure 2. 7 Room tem perature carrier densities as a function o f composition [47].
Nevertheless, the results are strong evidenee that altering the Fe/Si ratio from 
stoiehiometry will vastly affect the electrical properties, giving a possible control 
mechanism of the conduction type during the synthesis process. A better 
understanding of this phenomenon was achieved when Imai et al. carried out density 
of state calculations for non- stoichiometric P-FeSi] from first principles (see figure 
2.8) [63].
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Figure 2. 8 Density o f state diagrams for non-stoichiom etric p-FeSi^ calculated from first
principles [63].
The results showed that introducing Si vacancies in the sample creates allowed energy 
states between the valence and conduction bands, as well as dramatically shitting the 
Fermi level towards the valence band resulting in p-type conduction. The results also
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suggested that introducing excess Si into the sample creates allowed energy states 
either side of the intrinsic Fermi level; why this should lead to apparent n-type 
conduction at present remains unclear.
2.22.2 Impurity Doping at Fe Sites
Doping a foreign atom onto an Fe lattice site, creating F c /.^ S i] , has been shown to 
achieve either p- or n-type conduction. The dopants that have been shown to result in 
p-type conduction were Titanium (Ti), Vanadium (V), Chromium (Cr) and Manganese 
(Mn) [48, 49]. N-type conduction has been shown to arise from Cobalt (Co) and 
Nickel (Ni) doping [48, 50]. These investigations were mainly carried out with a view 
to the thermoelectric properties of p-FeSi2 , and a clear trend emerges of the 
conduction mechanism achieved as a function of the group that the dopant resides in 
within the periodic table relative to Fe (see figure 2.9).
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Figure 2. 9 Conduction type achieved depending on the dopant group
2.2.2.3 Impurity Doping at Si Sites
Doping of group III or V atoms onto Si lattices sites has been shown to result in p- or 
n-type conduction in a very similar manner to traditional doping of Si for electronics 
[51]. Boron (B) and Arsenic (As) were incorporated into sputter-fabricated p-FeSi] 
layers by placing pure B or heavily As- doped Si chips of various sizes onto the Si 
sputter targets, resulting in p- and n-type conduction respectively. The carrier 
concentrations were seen to increase as the area of B and ^5-doped Si was increased 
(see figure 2.10), indicating that control over the electrical properties that arise as a 
result of doping is achievable. The advantage of using these particular elements as
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dopants is in the fact that both B and As are already heavily used dopants within the 
electronics industry, and as such the doping process for them is well understood, in 
the form of ion implantation.
lo'
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» 2jO 4A 6.0 
Arc» Ratio of .As-doped Si Chips (B/Si .Area Ratio )
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Figure 2. 10 C oncentration (a) and Hall mobility (b) o f holes (left) and electrons (right) as a 
function o f the dopant concentration [51].
2.2.2.4 Device Fabrication
The majority o f FF  devices to have been fabricated to date have been in the form of a 
p-FeSi] (p-type)/ c-Si (n-type) heterostrueture [20-23, 52]. However, all o f the 
structures suffered from poor conversion effieieneies, of the order of 0.1%, whieh, as 
mentioned in section 2.2, was attributed to the poor quality of the p-FeSii films. 
Further issues are caused by the rapid diffusion of Fe/Si atoms during the silicide 
formation. Fe atoms in Si are well known to form deep energy levels a few tenths of 
an eV above the valence band, acting as traps for minority carriers and considerably 
reducing the carrier lifetime [53]. This results in a high series resistivity, and hence 
the conversion efficiency of the hetero-junctions is well short of the theoretical 
maximum of 23% [18]. Because of this. Si would seem to be a poor choice of 
substrate for p-FeSi] device fabrication. In an effort to overcome this, Liu e/ al. used 
RDE to grow a thin, high quality p-FeSi2 template layer onto p-&' at low temperature
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in order to minimise the diffusion of Fe into the substrate. They then sputter-deposited 
Fe and Si onto the template layer at high temperature to form a high quality (3-FeSi2 
(n-type)/ c-Si (p-type) heterojunction with minimal Fe impurities in the Si substrate. 
Under AM I.5 conditions (see section 3.2.5), they achieved a conversion efficiency of 
3.7% (see figure 2.11), an order of magnitude higher than had previously been 
achieved [54].
16
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Figure 2. 11 7-F  curve and Figures o f M erit for the n-P-FeSi2/p-V/ cell as fabricated by Liu e t al,
154],
Summary
P-FeSi] has been labelled as a quasi-direct band-gap semiconductor with a band-gap 
energy of ~0.85eV. Its high absorption coefficient (-lO^cm'') and theoretical 
maximum conversion efficiency of 23% make it an ideal candidate as a material for 
second generation thin-film photovoltaics. It has been shown that doping, leading to 
control over the electrical characteristics, can be carried out using methods that are 
similar, if not identical, to processes already widely used throughout the 
semiconductor industry. However, the large thermal budgets and/or low throughput 
synthesis processes required to make high quality material constrain its potential, and 
poor quality films have proved inadequate to form effective hetero-structures with Si 
substrates, leading to poorly performing solar cell devices.
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2.3 Amorphous FeSi]
Although the existence of a-FeSi] has been known about and occasionally studied for 
some time [55, 56], its semiconducting nature was not confirmed until 2001 by 
Milosavljevic et al. [57, 58]. A 50nm thick Fe layer was evaporated onto an Si 
substrate and subsequently irradiated by 120keV ions with the substrate held at 
300°C during the irradiation. The implanted doses ranged from IxlO^L 2x10*^ 
ions/cm^. The amorphous nature of the material was confirmed using Cross-sectional 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (XTEM) (see figure 2.12), X-ray Diffraction 
(XRD) and Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS).
silicon
100 nm
Figure 2. 12 A bright field cross-sectional TEM  im age o f the formed layers with b) the electron  
diffraction ring pattern typical o f amorphous structures [58].
Optical analysis indicated a semiconductor with a direct band-gap of O.SSeV. The 
optical absorption coefficient was found to be very similar to that of P-FeSi] above 
O.SSeV (see figure 2.13), suggesting a high degree of short or medium-range order in 
the amorphous structure.
I
(Dx:
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0 75 0 8 C 85 0.9 0.95 1
Energy (eV)
Figure 2. 13 Semi-log plot o f absorption coefficient. The solid curve is for IBS P-FeSi^ and the 
squares represent the IBM a-FeSiz, measured at room tem perature [57].
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The significance of the discovery was the fact that the material could potentially be 
fabricated on large area substrates at considerably lower cost than P-FeSi], while still 
retaining the significant optical properties that make the material attractive in the first 
place.
The same group continued this research by fabricating a-FeSi] using co-sputter 
deposition of Fe and Si on Si (100) substrates of varying temperature [59]. Structural 
analysis showed that the deposited layers were amorphous up to a deposition 
temperature of 200^C, after which they underwent a phase transition to polycrystalline 
p-phase (see figure 2.14). In order to relax the amorphous structure, the deposited 
layers were subsequently irradiated with 200keV Ar^ ions. Increasing the deposition 
temperature or the irradiation fluence was found to increase the photo-absorption of 
the material. This was attributed to the establishment of a medium range order in the 
amorphous material. The band-gap was reported to be 0.89-0.90eV, with an 
absorption coefficient in the order of 1 cm' \
Figure 2. 14 TEM analysis o f sam ple deposited at 200‘*C with diffraction patterns from the 
silicide layer (a), the layer/substrate interface (b) and the Si substrate (c) |59].
A further study into the stability of the co-sputtered material as a function of 
deposition or annealing temperature was then presented [60]. In post-deposition 30 
minute anneals, the amorphous phase remained stable up to 400®C, transforming to a 
polycrystalline p-phase between 550-700°C. The crystallisation process was 
controlled by bulk diffusion within the layers, resulting in randomly oriented crystal 
grains (see figure 2.15).
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Figure 2 .1 5  XTEM  analysis o f initially amorphous films: bright-field image o f a sam ple annealed  
at 500 °C, with the diffraction pattern identifying P-FeSiz grains [60],
Wong et al. reported on the optical characteristics of a-FeSi] as a function of the 
deposition and annealing temperatures, ranging from RT to 700°C and 300“C to 
700°C respectively (see figure 2.16), using an IBSD fabrication method [61].
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Figure 2. 16 Photo-absorption results as a function o f annealing regime. Shown on the plot are 
the least-squares linear extrapolation for samples A N 700, ADRT and AD700 [76].
The deposition temperature was seen to have the largest affect upon the optical 
properties of the layers, with the transition from amorphous to crystalline phases at 
-200°C associated with a decrease in the band-gap energy from 0.92eV to 0.88eV, 
and an increase of the absorption coefficient from 5.02x10'^ to 1.23x10^ cm’'. For RT 
deposited amorphous films, only annealing at 500”C or above resulted in the 
structural, and hence optical, changes to the material. Structural analysis revealed that 
the silicide grew in a columnar structure suggesting layer by layer growth with 
individual grains stretching the depth of the layer. A more relaxed structure was
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observed with increasing temperature and this is attributed to the increase in 
absorption.
Wong went on to study formation o f a-FeSi2  using the IBM technique [62]. Multi­
layers of Fe and Si were deposited in stoichiometric ratios to a total thickness of 
132nm onto Si substrates and subsequently irradiated using Fe^ ion beams of varying 
parameters (see table 2.1). The number o f layers initially deposited was varied from 2 
to 6. Optical analysis confirmed the formation of a-FeSi], and Rutherford 
Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS) was used to study the intermixing process. The 
total level of mixing, or “silicidation,” achieved was shown to increase for both 
increased fluence and increased substrate temperature, with the 6 layered P5 sample 
showing ~95±5% silicidation. A higher absorption coefficient was observed for 
higher temperature mixing (table 2.2). It was thought that the formation of a-FeSii at 
higher temperatures allowed the amorphous structure to form with more short to mid­
range order due to the additional thermal energy, thus exhibiting stronger and sharper 
absorption.
Process Tempera tni-e
CO
Energy
(keV)
Huence
(at/an?)
hibdng ion
PI RT(80) 150 5 X 10>5 Fe
P2 RT(80) 150 1 X 10« Fe
P3 200 150 5 X10“ Fe
P4 200 150 1 X10“ Fe
P5 400 150 1 X10“ Fe
Table 2 .1  The irradiation param eters used by W ong [62].
Effective absoiption coefficient extracted at the baud gap energy, Eg 
ProcessPl Pi'ocessP2 Process P ) ProcessP4 Process P5
(cm*9 (ciir») (cur») (curb (curb
2 Laj’ei's 1.35x103 1.6x10» 1.72x10» 1.99x10» 2.31x10»
3 Law-s 1.14x10» 1.13x10» 1.22x10» 1.33x10» 1.75x10»
4 La>x»-s 1.4x10» 2.06x10» 2.26x10» 2.6x10» 3.68x10»
5 Layers 2.18x10» 3.32x10» 2.89x10» 2.74x10» 3.28x10»
6 Layers 1.74x10» 2.35x10» 2.62x10» 2.82x10» 4.24x10»
Table 2. 2 The absorption coefficients at the hand-gap for each o f the irradiated structures [62].
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Shaban et al. investigated the electrical and photovoltaic properties of FeSL films 
deposited on p-type Si substrates by sputtering [64]. The stoichiometric layers were 
deposited at room temperature. Despite the lack of thermal processing during or 
subsequent to deposition, they found crystallites in the samples ranging from 3-5nm 
in diameter, resulting in the labelling of their layers as nano-crystalline, highlighting 
the ambiguity in the definition of ‘amorphous.’ They also studied the effect of 
hydrogenation on the electrical properties by depositing the layers in the presence of 
varying concentrations of Hydrogen. The electrical properties, as investigated using 
the Van der Pauw method, were difficult to obtain as the Hall coefficient could not be 
accurately determined due to the carrier concentration being to large, giving rise to a 
very small mobility. However, the resistivity was shown to increase with decreasing 
temperature and with increasing hydrogenation level. The conduction type was 
determined using the hot probe method, and was found to be n-type. This was 
confirmed with the rectifying behaviour of the J-V  characteristics shown by the 
samples (see figure 2.17).
I ®
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Figure 2. 17 Semi log plot o f the a-FeSiz/ c-Si heterojunction J -V  curve |64J.
Finally, the junctions were illuminated under AM 1.5 conditions to determine the 
photovoltaic characteristics. A conversion efficiency of 0.22% was determined. This 
low efficiency was attributed to the extremely low mobility of the FeSi] layer. 
However, when consideration is given to the device architecture that was employed.
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whereby the lower band-gap silicide layer is exposed to the incident radiation rather 
than the crystalline silicon, and considering that the high carrier concentration of the 
silicide results in the depletion region residing almost entirely within the substrate, it 
could be argued that these devices did not utilise the optical properties o f the silicide/ 
silicon structure in an optimal manner, which would also contribute to the low 
efficiency. Nevertheless, the results do prove that photovoltaic action is possible with 
a silicide/ silicon heterojunction.
Summary
Amorphous Iron Disilicide has been shown to have similar properties to p-FeSi2 ; it 
has a similar band-gap energy of ~0.9eV and optical absorption coefficient o f the 
order of 10"^ -10^  cm"\ The material appears to be stable up to a temperature of 
~400°C, at which point it transitions into a poly-crystalline p-phase. It has been 
successfully fabricated by numerous techniques; these include ion beam synthesis, ion 
beam mixing and co-sputter deposition. The main advantage of this phase o f the 
material over the P-phase is the ease of synthesis, in that a large thermal budget or 
slow epitaxial growth isn’t required to achieve the desired phase. This makes the 
material far more lucrative from a commercial viability point of view. A working 
photovoltaic device o f 0.22% efficiency has been demonstrated, with the poor 
performance attributed to the poor electrical properties of the material, specifically the 
high carrier concentration leading to very low mobility.
In order to take the material forward the electrical conduction mechanisms need to be 
investigated as a function of synthesis and processing conditions. A synthesis process 
that is repeatable and reliable needs to be developed that allows control o f the 
parameters that alter the material properties. Since doping of P-FeSii has been 
achieved by Fe/Si atomic ratio variance this technique should be investigated with 
regards to the amorphous phase, along with further investigation into thermal 
processes. Furthermore, the performance o f devices fabricated using the material 
needs to be understood in more detail, so as to qualify the viability o f the material 
fi*om a photovoltaic perspective.
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2.4 Experimental Objectives and Novelty of the Research
The research requirements for a-FeSi] with regards to potential for photovoltaics have 
been summarised above. As such, the experimental plan can be broken down into the 
following main areas. These are:
1. Given the already widespread use of high current ion beams within the 
semiconductor industry, can the ion beam mixing technique be used to synthesize a- 
FeSL to a sufficiently high quality for use in devices?
2. What are the effects of varying the composition o f the material?
3. What are the characteristic properties of p-n  junctions formed with the material? 
What effect does thermal processing have on these characteristics?
4. What are the photovoltaic properties of the samples formed in the above?
5. How can the devices be optimised and what level o f improvement does this yield?
6. Given the results from all of the above, is the technology viable for photovoltaic 
applications? If not, what other routes can be taken to achieve viability?
These areas will form the bulk of the studies reported in this work.
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3. Theoretical and Experimental Background
In this section, the underlying physics relevant to the experimental work will be 
outlined and discussed, along with a description o f how the experimental techniques 
relate to the fundamental theory, thus allowing the analysis of the collected data that 
is given in section 4.
3.1 Fundamental Theory
3.1.1 Optical Properties of Semiconductors
When photons are incident on any solid material, the total number of photons 
transmitted through the material is always less than the number of incident photons 
due to three loss mechanisms: reflection of the radiation at the ‘front’ and ‘rear’ 
surfaces of the solid, scattering processes within the solid and absorption by the solid. 
O f these, absorption is the most relevant process with regards to determination of the 
band-gap and solar cells in general.
Direct band-gap semiconductors are those whose conduction band minimum is 
situated directly above the valence band maximum in the energy-crystal momentum 
diagram (see figure 3.1), and therefore the transition does not require a change in the 
particle momentum, or A:-veetor, in order for the transition to take place. The 
probability of a direct transition taking place therefore is independent o f the photon 
energy, assuming said energy is greater than the band-gap of the material.
CB
k=o
VB
hv
CBE
k#0
VB
^k ^k
Figure 3 .1  k-vector diagram s for direct and indirect band-gap sem iconductors.
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An indirect transition requires a change in the k-vector in order for momentum to be 
conserved. This involves the emission and or absorption of phonons, a process which 
greatly reduces the probability o f the transition taking place, and thus greatly reducing 
the optical efficiency o f indirect semiconductors.
For a given photon energy, hv, the absorption coefficient, «, is proportional to the sum 
of the probabilities o f an electron making the direct transition from initial to final 
states, Pifi the density of electrons in the initial state, and the density o f final states, 
^ [1 ]:
a  oc rij (3-1)
where T is a constant. For parabolic energy bands, the initial and final states, E\ and Ef 
respectively, are given by [1]:
2 7,2
2/»: (3-2)
E . - E „  = (3-3)
where h is the reduced Planck’s constant, and me and mn are the effective electron 
and hole masses respectively. The absorption coefficient is given by [1];
a{hv) = A * { h v -E  )Yi (3-4)
V
nhcm*
(3-5)
where q is the electron charge, n is the refractive index and c is the velocity o f light in 
a vacuum. The energy of a direct band-gap can therefore be determined by plotting cY
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vs. hv and linearly extrapolating to the x-axis. For an indirect semiconductor, the 
absorption coefficient is given by [1]:
a{hv) = A '^ (h v -E  ± E  Y (3-6)
where Ep is the phonon energy. Plotting vs. hv then will yield two distinct plots of 
phonon absorption and emission. The band-gap value is determined by extrapolating 
these plots linearly to the x-axis and taking the mid-point of the values.
3.1.1.1 Absorption below the Fundamental Edge
In a perfectly crystalline semiconductor, no electronic states can exist between the 
valence and conduction bands. In reality, however, chemical impurities and lattice 
displacements will result in absorption of photons whose energy is less than the band- 
gap. This sub-band-gap absorption usually manifests itself in the form of an 
exponential tale on an a vs. hv plot and is referred to as the Urbach Tail [2,3]. Sub- 
band-gap absorption in amorphous materials is dominated by structural disorder [3] 
(see figure 3.2), and analysis of the Urbaeh tale can yield the disorder factor (DF) 
within the material.
Fundamental Band to Band Absorption Absorption with Tail States
Conduction Band
CB Tail
I
VBTail
Valence Band
Density o f States
Figure 3. 2 Fundamental absorption and absorption with tail states in sem iconductors, with tail 
states dominated by structural disorder in the case o f am orphous sem iconductors.
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The expression for the Urbach Tail is given in equation 3-7 [2], whereby ao is the 
Urbach Tail intensity, Eq is the tail width and E = hv, the photon energy (see figure 
3.3).
a  = Œq exp (3-7)
«t/e'
Photon Energy, hv
Figure 3. 3 Example a  vs. hv plot indicating the Urbach parameters.
In a high quality crystalline semiconductor, Eq would be low compared to that o f an 
amorphous semiconductor due to the low structural disorder, and would be largely 
due to thermally induced disorder. Given that, for amorphous semiconductors, sub­
band absorption is dominated by disorder within the material, the disorder factor can 
be determined by integrating below the fundamental edge if an exponential form is 
not apparent in the data [4].
3.1.2 Electrical Processes in Semiconductors
Electrical conduction in crystalline semiconductors is a well understood and 
thoroughly researched process; however, in amorphous semiconductors the processes 
are not as easily fathomed from a theoretical point of view due to the lack of 
periodicity in the structure. This leads to several phenomena that affect the conduction 
process, for example, inter-band tail states in the forbidden zone as mentioned in 
section 3.1.1.1, and so called “dangling bonds” that act as carrier generation/
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recombination centres and scattering defects for the charge carriers. For these reasons, 
amorphous semiconductors typically exhibit high carrier concentrations and/ or very 
low mobilities, often making electrical characterisation difficult.
However, certain characteristics are shared between crystalline and amorphous 
semiconductors. The carrier mobility, //, can be written as [5]:
-  = — + -T  (3-8)
whereby is the effect on mobility due to phonon scattering and varies as T  [6] 
and /// is the effect on mobility due to impurity and defect scattering and varies with
[7], where T  is the absolute temperature and N  is the carrier concentration 
within the material. In amorphous semiconductors at room temperature and below, the 
mobility tends to be dominated by impurity and defect scattering due to the reasons 
mentioned above [8]. The conductivity, a, is linked to the mobility through the 
equation:
<T = q/jN  (3-9)
where q is the fundamental electron charge. From equation 3-9, the resistivity, p, can 
be expressed thusly:
P = - \ :  (3-10)
qfjN
It can be said then that amorphous semiconducting materials with associated high 
carrier concentration should exhibit an increase in resistivity with decreasing 
temperature for temperatures at or below room temperature, as opposed to metallic 
materials whose resistivity typically increases with temperature.
3.1.3 The p-n  Junction and Solar Cell Devices
A solar cell device, in its simplest guise, consists of a semiconductor p-n junction, 
with photo-generated carriers being swept from the depletion region by the built in
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potential, V^ i, in a process termed as drift. This charge is then extracted from the 
semiconductor bulk via ohmic contacts, and put to work in the connected cireuit. 
Figure 3.4 shows the energy band diagram for a p-n homojunction, whereby both the 
p and n-type semiconductors are formed of the same intrinsie material, eg, silicon.
..................................
n-type Semiconductor p-type Semiconductor
Figure 3. 4 Energy band diagram o f a p-n homojunction in therm al equilibrium. A photon of  
energy hv generates an electron- hole pair in the depletion region. These charge carriers are then 
swept from the region by the built in electric field, E  (Red = electron; Blue = hole).
Heterojunction solar cells consist of a junction formed from differing intrinsic 
materials. Three properties of the individual materials are of interest in this ease [9]; 
the work function, cp, defined as the energy required to remove an electron located at 
the Fermi level to vacuum, the electron affinity, %, defined as the energy required to 
remove an electron from the eonduetion band to vacuum, and finally the 
semieonduetor band-gap. In the ease of the heterojunetion, the built-in voltage across 
the depletion region is now determined by the differenee in work funetions (see figure 
3.5), sueh that:
E,, (3-11)
Furthermore, a diseontinuity in the eonduetion bands, AEc, will be found equal to the 
difference in the electron affinities, and similarly a valenee band diseontinuity can be 
found due to the differing band-gap energies.
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In order to form a high efficiency photovoltaic device, photo-generated electron- hole 
pairs need to be easily extracted from the depletion region. With homojunctions, this 
is relatively straight forward due to the high quality of the junctions. However, with 
heterojunctions, lattice mismatches between the two materials create defect states 
within the depletion region, which act as generation/ recombination centres, reducing 
the efficiency with which charge can be extracted. This is particularly true for 
amorphous semiconductor/ crystalline semiconductor junctions, where, almost by 
definition, there is no lattice match, leading to a high density of traps, Du, at the 
interface of the two materials. Furthermore, sub-band states within the amorphous 
semiconductor also act as recombination traps, further increasing the likelihood of 
charge recombination (see section 3.1.1.1).
Vacuum Level
Sub-band States
Interface States
n-type Semiconductor p-type Semiconductor
Depletion region
Figure 3. 5 Energy band diagram of a p-n heterojunetion in therm al equilibrium , indicating the 
presence o f interface and sub-hand states.
The current-voltage {J-V) characteristics of an ideal p-n junetion are deseribed by the 
Shockley Ideal Diode equation:
J  - J q\ exp I ^ (3- 12)
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whereby Jo is known as the reverse saturation current, k  is the Boltzmann constant and 
T  is the absolute temperature in Kelvin. The constant n indicates the conduction 
mechanism that is dominating current flow through the diode; a value of 1 represents 
ideal Shockley diffusion conduction, whereas a value of 2 represents recombination of 
carriers at exactly mid-gap level with equal capture cross-sections for electrons and 
holes. Typically, for amorphous semiconductors with numerous sub-band states, as 
well as interface defects within the heterostructure, other conduction mechanisms can 
also come into play, requiring a more robust analysis of the J-V  data.
In most studies of heterojunctions, two distinct conduction regions can be observed. 
High Forward Bias (HFB, typically F>0.4) and Low Forward Bias (LFB, F<0.4) [11]. 
The HFB region is typically dominated by an ideality factor of 1, ie, Shockley 
diffusion. However, solar cells generally operate in the LFB region, and so the 
junction characteristics of this region are o f greater interest.
Equation 3-12 can be simplified to give:
J  = J^{ssp{pV )-\)  (3-13)
where the exponential factor, is given by:
Therefore, by fitting the collected J-V  data to equation 3-13, a value for can be 
extracted. By plotting against 1/T, a value for n can be determined from the gradient. 
The values of both p  and n can yield information regarding the conduction 
mechanisms across the junction of which there are four (see table 3.1); Shockley 
diffusion and generation/ recombination as previously discussed, as well as carrier 
tunnelling between sub-band states across the junction [12] and thermionic emission
[5].
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Model P(T) n Jo(T)
Shockley Diff. 1 exp(-Eg/kT)
Gen./ Recomb. 2 exp(-Eg/2kT)
Tunn. Constant - exp(-Eac/kT)
Therm. Em. 1 exp(-0b/kT)
Table 3 .1  Transport models and their functional form w ith tem perature.
For amorphous semiconductors with numerous sub-band states, as well as the 
associated interface defects within the heterostructure, where thermionic emission and 
carrier tunnelling are not dominant, an ideality value of \<n<2 would be expected.
As can be seen from table 3.1, the value of Jo can also yield information. By 
rearranging the functional forms presented in table 3.1 to a general form of:
the value of the energy gap which is dominating the conduction mechanism can be 
determined, eg, for generation/ recombination in the amorphous silicide, one would
expect
3.2 Experimental Techniques
The specific experimental techniques used in the fabrication and analysis o f the 
materials and devices used in these experiments will now be presented.
3.2.1 RF Sputter Deposition
RF sputter deposition involves ignition of a plasma above a target in such a way that 
the energetic ions within the plasma strike the target and sputter material onto a 
substrate held above the plasma. To do this, a high power RF signal (typically 
<1000W, 13.56MHz) is driven through the sputter target. The oscillating electric field
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induced around the target excites free electrons within the feed gas, causing ionization 
of the gas atoms, and hence the plasma is struck. Due to the much higher mobility of 
the electrons compared to that of the ions, a DC bias, negative with respect to the 
grounded substrate, builds up on the sputter target, inducing the ion sputtering 
mechanism [13]. The plasma is confined in the area above the target with the 
positioning of magnets underneath the target (see figure 3.6).
Substrate Table
Argon Gas
Deposited Film
RF 
13.56MHz 
<1000W
Ion
Sputtered atom Magnets
Figure 3. 6 Basic setup o f an RF magnetron sputtering system
The sputter mechanism itself relies on the energy transfer between an energetie ion 
and the target atom. At the ion energies typically used for sputter deposition (<lkeV), 
the collisions are elastic in nature, and can be modelled using simple Newtonian 
momentum kinematics. The ion impact itself creates a cascade effect within the 
atomic structure of the target (see figure 3.7). If the energy deposited by the ion is 
greater than the sputter threshold energy then atoms may be removed from the bulk 
material and will deposit on the substrate [14].
Incident ion
Sputtered material
O OC? o
Figure 3. 7 Collision cascade and resultant ejection o f target material during the sputtering
process jlSj.
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Sputtering can be used both to deposit individual layers of Fe and Si layers to form a 
multi-layered structure which can then undergo subsequent processing to form a- 
FeSi], and it can be used to synthesize a-FeSii directly using a ‘co-sputtering’ 
technique whereby a sputter target comprising both raw materials is used [16]. The 
sputter tool used in these experiments was a Nordiko 2000 system.
3.2.2 Ion Beam Mixing
Ion Beam Mixing is an extension of the ion implantation concept used for CMOS 
fabrication, whereby the ion beam is used to mix layered structures already present on 
the substrate (see section 2.2.1.2). The schematic layout of the Danfysik 1090 lOOkeV 
ion implanter used in these experiments is shown in figure 3.8. Ions are accelerated 
from a plasma source to the desired energy and focussed into a beam with the use of 
electrostatic lenses. The purity of the beam is ensured by steering the beam through a 
mass analysis magnet, before being steered onto the target substrate. The ion beam is 
raster scanned across the substrate to ensure a uniform exposure.
Target Switching Magnet
Chamber Î  r "  f
Tube
Beam Line 1
.___-  Source
ChamberTarget
Chamber 2 Beam Line 2
Figure 3. 8 Schematic layout o f the D anfysik  2-200keV ion implanter.
The IBM process was first demonstrated in 1972 [17] and was thought to be induced 
solely by elastic collisions and the resultant ballistic transport of atoms. However, the 
process of atomic diffusion, caused by local thermal spiking by the incident ions, is 
now understood to be of equal, if not greater, importance in the overall IBM process 
[18-20]. As such, the mixing process and ‘efficiency’ is subsequently dependant on
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many factors including ion dose, species and energy, and the substrate temperature 
during the irradiation process. The ability to carefully control all of these parameters, 
with a high level of repeatability, makes the IBM technique particularly useful.
3.2.3 Annealing
Annealing is the process by which energy is put into a material by raising its 
temperature. This will cause movement of the material on an atomic scale, facilitating 
a reordering of the atomic structure into a lower free energy state. Depending on the 
material in question, this lower energy state may consist o f a crystalline structure, and 
a specific annealing temperature will be required to enable this transition.
The samples within this study have been annealed using a Process Products 
Corporation (PPG) 18 lamp rapid thermal annealer. The arrangement of the annealer 
consists of two banks of nine tungsten-halogen lamps, one above and one below a 
quartz sample holder (see figure 3.9). A thermocouple, attached to the silicon support 
wafer upon which the sample is placed, controls via a feedback loop the current 
flowing through the lamps, thus allowing accurate control of the temperature. A 
continuous flow of cooling water runs through the housing. Inlet and exhaust gas 
ports allow control of the ambient atmosphere throughout the annealing process.
Water cooled housing Lamp array Support wafer
Wafer flat
Exhaust
Quartz liner
O O O O P  CKO 0 7 0
%
Thermocouple Quartz wafer tray
Door
Gas Inlet
Figure 3. 9 Cross sectional view o f the 18 lamp annealer, w ith key com ponents labelled.
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3.2.4 Material Characterisation Techniques
3.2.4.1 Rutherford Back Scattering
Rutherford Back Scattering (RBS) spectroscopy is an analysis technique that can be 
used to characterize the material and structural properties of a sample. The technique 
involves irradiation of the sample with high energy (l-3MeV), low mass ions such as 
helium. A number of the incident ions will elastically backscatter from the target 
atoms at an angle, 6, with energy E. Due to the principle of conservation of 
momentum the energy spectrum, for a given angle, of the backscattered particles is a 
function of the ratio of the masses of the incident ion and the target atom, as shown by 
equation 3-24 [21].
KinematicFactor, Kr ‘‘Final
'' Initial
mcos
m + M
(3-16)
where M  is the mass of the target atom and m is the mass of the incident ion 
respectively.
This principle yields the atomic mass of the target atoms and is represented by a 
spectral plot of counts versus energy (see figure 3.10). By knowing information 
regarding the probability of collision between the incident ions and the target atoms 
(scattering cross-section) the ratio of silicon counts to iron counts can be compared, 
yielding the composition of the sample.
6000-1 \  Substrate Si edge Fe edge
Channel0 512
Figure 3. 10 Typical RBS spectrum for F e S f sample.
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For more complex samples such as multi-layered structures, the composition as a 
function of depth can be determined by taking into account the energy loss of the 
backscattered ions due to multiple collisions within the target (stopping cross- 
section). This allows the level of “silicidation” induced by ion beam mixing of the 
multi-layered structures to be extracted.
3.2.4.2 Optical Transmission and Absorption Analysis
Optical transmission measurements are taken by placing the sample in a 
spectrophotometer in order to measure the transmission spectrum of the material. In 
order to obtain the transmission spectrum of the a-FeSi] layer only, the spectrum for 
the substrate has to be obtained and used to normalize the layer + substrate spectrum. 
Therefore, the transmission spectrum, T, is given by [22]:
'^SulÆFeSij -‘heSn) (3-17)
where d  is the thickness of the FeSi] layer, a is the absorption coefficient and C is an 
exponential factor given by:
^  0  ^ A i r  / FeSh ^ F e S h  /  S u b s tr a te f^  ^ S u b s tr a t é  A ir  ) (3-18)
where R is the reflection coefficient between the various interfaces (see figure 3.11).
FeSi2 Substrate
^FeSQ/Siistrate
Figure 3. 11 The various reflection interfaces within an inhom ogeneous sample.
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The spectrophotometer used for these experiments was a Varian Cary 5000. The 
associated software takes a baseline scan, consisting of the transmission spectrum of a 
clear sample of the substrate (quartz), which is subsequently used to derive the 
transmission spectrum of the silicide layer (see figure 3.12).
100
70 -
^  60 -
§
I
40  -
1000 1500 2000 30002500500
W avelength (nm)
Figure 3. 12 Baseline transm ission spectrum of the quartz substrate used for these experim ents
The equipment has a continuous flow of pure nitrogen through the sample space so as 
to maintain control of the ambient. Since the silicide layer is known to be transparent 
to photons below a certain energy (~0.9eV), the transmission data is multiplied by a 
normalisation factor determined by dividing the transmission value of the silicide 
layer by that of the quartz substrate at 2500nm, or ~0.5eV. This process normalises 
out the reflection terms in equation 3-18, meaning that equation 3-17 can now be 
written:
J  (3-19)
This can now be solved for a:
a - - - ^FeSi2 ) 
l^-eSh
(3-20)
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A figure is now obtained that can be plotted according to equation 3-4, from which 
the band-gap of the silicide can be extracted.
3.2.4.3 The Van der Pauw Technique
The Van der Pauw (VdP) technique, as set out by Leo Van der Pauw [23], is a method 
for calculating the resistance of an arbitrary shape using a 4 point contact method. The 
conditions that must be satisfied for a reliable measurement are:
1) The contacts are at the circumference of the sample
2) The contact area is negligibly small
3) The sample is homogeneous in thickness
4) The sample contains no pinholes or scratches
When these conditions are satisfied (see figure 3.13), the sheet resistance, R^, of the 
sample can be expressed [23,24]:
exp + QXp (3-21)
where is derived by driving a current into and out of contacts 3 and 4
respectively, I 3 4 ,  and measuring the subsequent voltage induced across contacts 1 and 
2 , V 12, such that:
R^34,21
'3 4
(3-22)
4
3
Figure 3. 13 The required Van der Pauw contact configuration for an arbitrary shape.
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If the sample in question is not an arbitrary shape, but is highly symmetric about lines 
drawn between points opposite contact points, then Rs4 2^ i = R 42.13, allowing equation 
3-21 to be simplified to:
(3-23)
This symmetry can be achieved by using a “clover-leaf’ pattern, formed by 
photolithography and wet etching, whereby the outer “leaves” act as large contact 
areas, with the central portion acting as the measured region with small contacts (see 
figure 3.14). It has been shown that this geometry can have as little as 1% asymmetry 
in the two sheet resistance values [25].
The resistivity of the material, p, is then simply determined by multiplying Rs by the 
thickness of the silicide layer, t. The equipment used in these experiments for 
determining the resistivity is an Accent HL5500 Hall Kit.
Substrate
4  3
Figure 3. 14 The cloverleaf geometry used for VdP measurements.
3.2.4.4 Current-Voltage Analysis
The experimental kit used for J-V  analysis is shown in figure 3.15. The desired 
temperature is set with the temperature controller, which alters the current flow 
through the heating element in order to achieve thermal equilibrium of the sample 
stage at the set temperature. The temperature range of the kit is ~80K up to -400K. 
Once the sample is stabilised at the desired temperature, a voltage sweep is applied to
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the sample, and the corresponding current flow recorded. This data is then multiplied
by the appropriate factors in order to give units of mA.cm'^.
Liquid Ng reservoir
C-Si substrate 
A1 contact
Thermocouple
Sample space with ambient
FeSi, with defined area, A
Temperature
controller
Heater
PSU
Temperature 
stage
Figure 3 .1 5  Experimental setup for J -V  analysis.
3.2.4.S Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy involves the analysis of inelastic scattering of light by a given 
sample. The light, usually monochromatic, interacts with phonons and other 
excitations within the system, resulting in a shift in the wavelength of the photons. 
These shifts can be used to identify and characterise, for example, the erystalline 
structure of a sample due to the crystal structure having characteristic phonon energies
[22]. A Raman spectrum typical of crystalline FeSi2 , formed by annealing of Fe/Si 
multi-layered structures at various temperatures, is given in figure 3.16 [27]. The 
identifying features of crystalline FeSE are generally taken to be strong peaks at 
195cm'^ and 247-250cm‘’ [27, 28]. An amorphous structure would typically exhibit a 
broad spectrum with no characteristics peaks because, by definition, the phonon 
energies within the structure will not be homogenised.
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Figure 3, 16 Characteristic Raman spectrum o f crystalline FeSÎ2 [27].
3.2.5 Solar Cell Device Fabrication and Characterisation
The energy output from the sun is driven by a nuclear fusion process, which releases 
~ 4xlO^^J/s into space. This energy is primarily in the fonu of EM radiation across a 
wavelength range of approximately 250 to 2500nm (-0.5 to 4.0eV). At a distance of 
lAU (astronomical unit, the mean radius of the earth’s orbit) this energy output 
equates to 1353W/m^ (the solar constant). The earth’s atmosphere attenuates this 
radiation significantly, so that the solar power incident upon the earth’s surface is 
considerably less. The solar spectrum, therefore, is quoted as being of varying air 
masses (AM). AMO is the solar spectrum just beyond the earth’s atmosphere.
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Figure 3. 17 AM 1.5 spectrum [26]
For the purposes of PV technology, the spectrum generally used to characterise a solar 
cells performance is known as AM I.5 (see figure 3.17). AM1.5 is defined as the solar 
spectrum at sea level when the sun is at a zenith of 48°, and equates to ~925W/m^.
In order to characterise the solar cells, samples are placed into a solar simulator (see 
figure 3.18), consisting of a xenon arc lamp with an output of lOOmW.cm’^  that 
closely resembles the AM I.5 spectrum. A eurrent-voltage sweep, identical to that 
carried out for the J-V  analysis, is then performed. This provides the power output 
curve of the cell, as given by a modification to the Shockley equation, such that [5,9]:
f  r 
exp
V VkT
where Jso or short circuit current density, is the current induced via excitation of 
carriers by solar radiation.
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hv
Aluminium front contact
Sample
n«r
Spring
Plastic casing P
Aluminium rear contact
Figure 3 .1 8  Sample stage for the solar simulation studies.
Equation 3-21 is depicted in figure 3.19. Since the curve passes through the fourth 
quadrant of the plot, power can be extracted from the device. The maximum power 
that can be extracted is achieved by optimising the output load, and is represented by 
the maximum power curve. The efficiency of the device, rj, is calculated by [5,9]:
(3-25)
where is the power density incident upon the sample, Voc is the open circuit 
voltage, and FF is the Fill Factor, defined as:
PP -
^scKc
(3-26)
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Figure 3 .1 9  Power output curve o f a typical solar cell.
The open circuit voltage is given by:
—  In
J
(3-27)
Henee, for a given Jsc, Voc increases logarithmically with decreasing saturation 
current. In order to maximise the efficiency of the cell then, Jsc needs to be maximised 
and Jo needs to be minimised, with the output behaviour of the cell resembling the 
ideal diode equation as closely as possible in order to maximise FF.
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4. Experimental Details
This chapter outlines the experimental schedule of the study, and records the process 
parameters that were used in the various stages of the experimental work carried out.
4.1 Ion Beam Mixing of M ulti-layered Structures
The Fe/ Si multi-layer structure was deposited onto quartz (SiO:) substrates, all of 
which underwent a 3-stage cleaning process [1 ], consisting of acetone, methanol and 
isopropanol, to remove any organic substances on the surface, and then washed in de­
ionised water (DI), before being loaded into the deposition chamber. To achieve the 
stoichiometric ratio of Si to Fe (2:1) a layer thickness ratio of 3.46:1 was calculated 
using the atomic densities of 4.98x10^^ and 8.48x10^^ atoms/cm^ respectively. The 
total thickness of the layer matrix was maintained at 130nm. The number o f layers, N, 
within each structure was varied from 6  to 1 2  in steps of 2 , with the final, or ‘capping’ 
layer being Si eaeh time. This was to prevent an iron oxide forming on the top layer o f 
the structures. The thickness of the individual layers is shown in table 4.1.
No. of 
layers, N
Total
Thickness Tfe (nm) Tsi (nm)
6 132 3 x 1 0 3 x 3 4
8 132 4 x 7 .5 4x25 .5
1 0 132 5 x 6 5 X 20.4
1 2 132 6 x 5 6 x 1 7
Table 4 .1  Sum m ary o f the deposition thicknesses o f  the individual Fe and Si layers.
Each deposition was carried out with a base pressure of <5xlO'^mB, and a working 
pressure of 2-3mB. RF power of 200 and 300W was driven through the Fe and Si 
sputter targets respectively.
The IBM parameters consisted of four separate processes, labelled as N P l to NP4, 
with N  representing the number o f layers within the overall structure. Each process 
varied either the beam energy or the mixing ion (see table 4.2). All o f the samples 
were irradiated at ‘room temperature’ (ie, any heating o f the samples was due to the
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irradiation process only) with an ion beam incident angle of 0°. The Fe beam was 
chosen with a view to imparting the maximum ballistic energy to the Fe layers due to 
the equivalent masses; similarly the Ar beam was chosen with a view to imparting the 
maximum ballistic energy to both the Fe and Si layers since it is the only noble atom 
whose mass is between that of Fe and Si. The beam energies were selected on the 
basis of results of SUSPRE simulations [2], which are given in section 5.1.1.
Process Ion Energy(keV)
Flnence
(ions/cm^)
Substrate
Temperature
r c )
PI Fe 150 5x10^^ RT
P2 Fe 2 0 0 5x10^^ RT
P3 Ar 150 5x10^^ RT
P4 Ar 2 0 0 5x10^^ RT
Table 4. 2 Param eters o f the ion beam m ixing processes.
4.2 Co-Sputter Deposition of the Silicide
As previously mentioned, the silicide was formed by RF magnetron co-sputtering of 
an Fe/Si mixed target. This was achieved by taking a highly pure, non-doped 100mm 
diameter silieon sputter target and fixing lOOmm^ iron chips to the surface. A 
‘template’ was formed, consisting of a metallic disc with appropriately sized cut-outs 
in order to consistently position the iron chips in well defined locations on the target 
surface (see figure 4.1).
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Iron chips
Template
Silicon sputter target
Figure 4 .1  Sputter target and tem plate for positioning iron chips.
The composition of the silicide was altered by varying the number and position of 
iron chips on the surfaee. The position of the iron ehips alters the eomposition due to 
the faet that the plasma eontainment magnets result in an inhomogeneous sputter yield 
across the diameter of the target.
For eaeh deposition run, the silicide was-deposited onto p-type erystalline silieon and 
quartz substrates. Prior to being loaded into the deposition chamber, the silicon 
substrates were subjected to a 50keV, 1x10^^ ions/em^ BF2 implant into the reverse 
(unpolished) side of the wafer, followed by a 1000°C, 60s anneal. Aluminium was 
then evaporated onto this surfaee to a thiekness of ~200nm, and sintered at 400®C for 
3 minutes. This processing was done in order to ensure that high quality, low 
resistanee ohmic contacts could be formed between the silicon substrates and the 
metallie eontaets of the J-V  and solar simulator sample stages. Subsequently, the 
silicon substrates were dipped in Hydrofluoric acid (HF), with the aluminium eontaets 
protected with photoresist, in order to strip the native oxide. All of the substrates, 
ineluding the quartz, then underwent a 3-stage eleaning process [ 1 ].
Onee the target and substrates were loaded into the tool, the ehamber was pumped 
down and left to reach a base vacuum o f -10'^ mB. Once this vaeuum was aehieved, 
RF power at 200W was pumped through the magnetron, with an ambient argon 
pressure of 4mB. Upon ignition, the plasma was left to sputter the target for 
approximately 1 0  minutes in order to remove any native oxides and impurities on the
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surface. Following this, the substrate table was rotated at a consistent 3rpm in order to 
give a uniform thickness of silicide across the substrates. The deposition rate was 
~2nm/min, with variation dependant on the iron/silicon ratio of the target. Films were 
deposited to a thickness of 250nm. This thickness was confirmed by use o f a Talystep.
4.3 Photolithography and Etching
In order to achieve the desired cloverleaf patterns for the VdP measurements, the 
quartz samples were spin coated with Shipley 1828 positive photoresist at 5000RPM 
for 60s; this corresponds to a photoresist thickness of -3pm . Following a soft bake at 
100°C for -60s in order to remove any solvents within the photoresist, the samples 
were aligned with a Karl Suss MJB3 mask aligner onto a chrome mask with the 
appropriate pattern, following which they were exposed to UV light for 20s. This 
converts the photo active compound within the exposed areas of photoresist into 
carboxylic acid; MF319 metal ion free developer is then used to wash away the 
converted photoresist, leaving behind the desired pattern. The photoresist is then hard 
baked at lOO^C for at least 30 minutes. The samples were then placed into a silicon 
etchant solution consisting of Hydrofluoric Acid (HF), Nitric acid (HNO3) and de­
ionised water (DI) in the volume ratio of 8/42/25ml respectively. This strips the 
exposed material, leaving behind a silicide layer in the required pattern. The 
remaining photoresist was then washed away with a 3-stage clean.
For the solar simulator samples, an identical masking and etching process is required, 
but with differing mask configurations. The evaporated aluminium layer needs to be 
almost completely removed in order that the silicon can be exposed to the light, but 
with small areas left for contaet. Similarly, the silicide layer needs to be stripped away 
from the edges of the sample to suppress surface conduction o f carriers, which would 
skew the photovoltaic results. The required sample configuration, along with the mask 
design that was used, is shown in figure 4.2.
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Silicide pattern ($ 9.0mm)Aluminium pattern 
($ 1.0mm on 10.0mm PCD) Light
Patterned aluminium layer
Aluminium front 
and rear contacts
Patterned silicide layer
Figure 4. 2 Cell fabrication mask and resultant sample configuration.
4.4 Annealing
The annealing proeess used for the /?-« junction characterisation samples involved an 
isothermal study, ie, all anneals were performed at the same temperature of 350°C 
with the anneal time being altered. Henceforth, the as-deposited sample will be 
referred to as “AD,” with the annealed samples referred to as “ANx” where x is the 
anneal time (see figure 4.3). The anneal times were 3, 6 , 10, 60 and 100 minutes 
respectively. Previous studies have shown that a-PeSi2 transforms into a poly­
crystalline state at ~450®C [3]. The temperature of 350°C was chosen due to the fact 
that it is well below this phase change point, even with the small temperature 
“overshoot” that occurs during the temperature ramp-up process.
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400
Overshoot
350 -
—  T emperatoffe setpoint 
— Recorded temperature
300 •
250 -
= 200 .
100  -
50 -
Time (m)
Figure 4. 3 The annealing profile for sam ple AN3, with the param eter jc and sm all tem perature
overshoot indicated.
4.5 Experimental Uncertainties
4.5.1 Composition Determination
The statistical uncertainties in the stopping cross-section, scattering angle and beam 
energy can contribute towards uncertainty in the final composition value. However, 
significant variations in the beam energy and scattering angle have been shown to 
result in negligible variations in the stopping cross-section on the order of <0.25% [4]. 
The RBS experiment is carried out with two detectors at differing scattering angles, 
allowing a comparison between the two collected signals to yield and minimise the 
systematic errors. In order to minimise “counting” errors, a large number of detector 
counts are collected. The extraction of the composition value relies on good fits o f the 
spectral data to simulated spectra, and a statistical value can be determined for the 
quality of these fits. The final error in the atomic ratio values was calculated to be 
±2.5%.
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4.5.2 Band-gap Determination
As previously mentioned, the thickness of the silicide layer was confirmed using a 
Talystep machine; this consisted of taking at least four measurements from different 
points on the sample surface and calculating the standard error in the mean. This is 
then used to generate the error for the absorption calculation; this, combined with the 
standard deviation of the linear fitting using the least squares method generates the 
uncertainty in the extracted band-gap values.
4.5.3 Electrical Measurements
The thickness value of the silicide layers, as discussed in the previous section, is again 
used in the calculation of the resistivity. Furthermore, work by previous users has 
shown there to be -4%  uncertainty in the absolute resistivity values due to the 
repeatability o f the electrical measurement [5].
For the J-V  measurements, the top electrical contact consists of a thin tungsten pin 
which keeps the sample in place by applying pressure through the pin with a small 
screwing mechanism; this mechanism is adjusted by hand and so the contact pressure 
is likely to vary from sample to sample. This can lead to differing contact resistances 
for the various samples tested. In order to account for this potential uncertainty, a 
normalisation procedure is carried out. Since the individual sample substrates used in 
this experiment originated from the same device-grade crystalline silicon wafer, 
which underwent pre-deposition processing before being cleaved into 1 0 x 1 0 mm 
pieces, it can be reasonably assumed that the substrate resistance is constant for all 
samples. The resistance of the silicide layer, as determined from the VdP results, can 
then be used to normalise the J-V  results for all samples relative to each other, thus 
eliminating the contact pressure variation.
In order to ensure that the implant and sintering process discussed in section 4.2 
resulted in good ohmic contacts, J-V  analysis was performed on the substrate alone. 
The results are given in figure 4.4. It is worth noting at this stage that the current 
supply for the J-V  equipment is limited to 10mA absolute.
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1 0 -
- 0.1 0.5- 0.4 - 0.3 - 0.2 0.2 0.3
Voltage
0.4- 0.5
-2 -
- 4 -
-6  -
- 1 0 -
Figure 4. 4 J -F  results carried out on the substrate to ensure ohmic contact form ation. The plot 
shows an ohmic behaviour across the voltage regimes.
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5. Results and Discussion
In this chapter, the raw results of the various experiments will be presented, with the 
analysis processes described. The results will be discussed and summarised.
5.1 Experiment 1: Ion Beam Mixing of Multi-layered Structures
5.1.1 SUSPRE Results and Selection of Ion Beam Parameters
Figure 5-1 shows the results of SUSPRE simulations set up for the 4 irradiation 
processes. The plots show the implant profile and the energy deposition profiles for 
both electronic and nuclear collisions. The ‘target’ material was set up as a 
stoichiometric mixture of Si and Fe, ie, an alloy of Si and Fe with an atomic ratio of 
2:1. While this procedure isn’t a true reflection of the Fe/Si multi-layer structure 
employed (see Table 4-1 and 4-2), it still yields a relatively accurate deposited energy 
vs. depth and implant range profile, allowing selection of appropriate beam energies.
150keV  Fe^ 5 x 1 0 ’  ^ ions/cm ^ 200k eV  Fe^ 5 x 1 0  ions/cm
(//F /y//////
D«pdi (.4ng«r#mg) <.Aagstr«ULt)
DrpUi (Aafttronu)
ISOkeV Ar^ 5x10'^  ions/cm^
Q  Im plant D istribution
- g -------N uclear D eposition
^  E lectronic D eposition
2 00k eV  Ar* 5x10'^  ions/cm^  
^ ^ M u lt i - la y e r  Structure
Figure 5. 1 SUSPRE results for the four irradiation processes.
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As can be seen from the results, nuclear deposition is the dominant energy deposition 
meehanism, and so the beam energies need to be selected bearing this in mind, ie, 
beam energies that will result in a significant majority of the nuelear collisions taking 
place within the multi-layered strueture. For this reason beam energies of 150 and 
200keV were seleeted. Ideally, the beam energy selection would result in all of the 
ineident particles energy being deposited uniformly within the multi-layer structure 
with none being carried over into the quartz substrate, as this will give rise to the 
possibility of oxygen atoms within the substrate being scattered into the sample 
layers.
5.1.2 Examination of the RBS Data
Due to the large sample set, a selection of the RBS data is presented. The full results 
can be found in Appendix 1.
5.1.2.1 As-deposited Samples
The RBS speetra obtained for the 8 -layer as-deposited (6 AD) sample is shown below. 
The speetra were fitted to the data under the assumption that the only atoms and 
molecules present in the samples in significant amounts were Fe, Si, Ar, FeSÎ2  and 
Si02. In figure 5.2, the spectra for Just the Fe (red) and Si (green) signals are shown, 
along with the resultant combined signal (pink). The 4 layers each of Fe and Si can be 
seen by the four distinet peaks for each signal.
24000-1 Fe Peaks
Si Peaks
Channel 36060
Figure 5. 2 RBS spectrum of the 8 layer as-deposited structure.
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Figure 5.3 shows the atomic percentage for just the Fe signal, this time plotted as a 
function of depth, which is extracted from the data shown in figure 5.2. The distinct 
layers of Fe can be clearly seen. The data has been taken at two separate beam 
incidence angles, including a “grazing incidence” or shallow beam angle; this greatly 
improves the depth resolution o f the measurement and hence there are four spectra 
available for analysis. The data has not been corrected for straggle resulting in the 
apparent reduction in atomic concentration at the deeper levels of the sample.
1 0 0 n
-400 Depth 10^15 at/cm2 1200
Figure 5. 3 Atomic percentage as a function o f depth extracted from the RBS Fe spectrum  for the
8 layer as-deposited sample.
The spectra for all of the as-deposited samples show the expected number of peaks 
corresponding to the discrete Si and Fe layers for each respective structure, indicating 
that the deposition and fabrication of the initial multi-layered structures was 
successful. Figure 5.4 shows the extracted depth profile of sample 10AD. The plot 
shows the 10 individual Si and Fe layers, to a total thickness of ~ 120nm. This is less 
than the intentioned 132nm, due to a miscalculation of the sputter deposition rates on 
the part of the author.
100-1
Fe
Fe 1 Si 2 
SM 0  2 
Si 
Ar 
C
nm 1 2 0
Figure 5. 4 Depth profile of sample lOAD.
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There are two points of interest that arise from this plot: firstly, the existence of a thin 
native oxide at the surface of the ‘top’ Si layer, and secondly, the presence of Ar 
within the Si layers. This is due to the use of Ar as the sputtering gas during the 
deposition proeess. Both of these results were observed for all of the as-deposited 
samples.
5.1.2.2 Irradiated Samples
A selection of the RBS spectra for the irradiated samples is presented. Again, the 
speetra were fitted to the data using Fe, Si, Ar, FeSi2  and SiÛ2 molecules. Figure 5.5 
shows the Fe spectrum for sample 8P1.
40-1
Flattening of the Fe peaks due to inter­
mixing
Depth 10*15 at/cm2 1200-400
Figure 5. 5 Atomic percentage Fe spectrum for sam ple 8P1.
The peaks are clearly less defined and are ‘flattened out’ when compared to the as- 
deposited sample, deviating around -35%  atomic concentration, due to the inter­
mixing of the Fe and Si layers. If the sample has undergone complete mixing from 
discrete layers into a-PeSi2 throughout, then no deviation of the Fe signal about an 
atomic concentration o f -33%  would be expected.
The key result required from the RBS analysis is the level of silicidation achieved 
within the multi-layer structures. Figure 5.6 shows the raw Fe spectra for samples 8 PI 
and 12P1 respectively. As mentioned previously, for a completely and evenly mixed 
sample a smooth horizontal line would be expected giving an Fe atomic percentage of
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-33%. However, as can be seen from the 8P1 plot, there is a lingering remnant of the 
initial multi-layer structure as evidenced by the small peaks within the plot. This 
fluctuation around the theoretically ideal 33% value indicates some degree of 
unmixed material left within the structure. The plot of the 12P1 data shows a much 
smoother line, suggesting more efficient mixing of the layers.
Residual peaks o f  Fe 
suggesting unmixed
material 4 0 i40-,
Depth 10^15 at/cm2 12001200 -400Depth 10M5 at/cm2-400
Figure 5. 6 RBS Fe spectra for samples 8P1 (left) and 12P1 (right).
The level of silicidation of the samples is shown in figure 5.7. As can be seen, the 
percentage silicide in the final structures ranges from 64% to 84%. This level of 
silicidation is much higher than that expected from ballistic intermixing solely, as 
shown by a simple calculation shown in figure 5.8 [1]. This would suggest that 
diffusion of the atoms into neighbouring layers is the dominant mechanism of mixing 
for these structures.
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Figure 5. 7 Silicidation levels achieved for all samples and processes.
D ep th  (nm )
Initial Si Layer i lhrttal Fc
5.00E+08
.Simulated atomic 
loncentrations o f  Fe 
md Si after irradiation4.00E+08
3.00E+08
2.00E+08
l.OOE+08
O.OOE+00
60.020.0 40.0 80.00.0 100.0 120.0
Figure 5. 8 SRIM sim ulation of ballistic interm ixing in sam ple 6P1.
Further processing of the data to give a multi-elemental depth profile shows clearly 
the results of the irradiations. Figure 5.9 shows the depth profiles for sample 6P1 pre- 
and post- irradiation. The reduction in the overall thickness of the layer structure is 
likely due to sputtering during the ion irradiation process.
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Figure 5. 9 Depth profiles o f sam ple 6P1 before (top) and after (bottom) irradiation.
Previous studies have shown that for bi-layer Fe-Si structures, the dominant mixing 
process in the formation of a-FeSi] is transport of Si atoms into the Fe layers [2]. The 
results shown here would seem to agree with this supposition given the existence of a 
thin residual Fe layer after irradiation. This result was common to all samples. Of 
interest in the depth profiles is the high level of Ar found within the initial Si layers in 
all samples. Given that Ar is known to be an inhibitor to the diffusion and 
crystallisation of Si [3,4], and the data suggests a diffusion of Si to be the dominant 
mixing mechanism, it is possible that the Ar embedded in the Si layers during the 
deposition process could inhibit the formation of the silicide. Figure 5.10 shows a plot 
of the concentration of Ar in the Si layers versus the final level of silicidation for the 
samples that underwent an Fe implant. A correlation between the respective values 
does appear to exist, with a correlation coefficient of 0.6. The trend suggests that a 
doubling of the latent Ar concentration reduces the silicidation efficiency by 
approximately 10-15%. However, it should be noted that this effect was not seen for 
the Ar^ irradiated samples. Therefore, further work is still required to establish the 
exact mechanism, if any exists, by which argon inhibits the inter-diffusion of Fe and 
Si layers.
When the Ar concentrations in the Si layers are normalised out, allowing a direct 
comparison between the Fe and Ar irradiation processes (see figure 5.11), the levels 
of silicidation as a result of the various processes show very similar trends.
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a t .%  A rgon
Figure 5. 10 Scatter plot showing the apparent correlation between A r  content and silicidation. 
The trend line is a guide for the eye only.
100
95 -
.1
10 126 8
No. o f L ay e rs
Figure 5. 11 Silicidation achieved when the /Ir levels are normalised out.
The average silicidation levels are found to be 70% and 6 8 % for Fe and Ar implants 
respectively (see figure 5.11), suggesting that the expected increase in mixing 
efficiency due to the use of Fe^ ions is minimal (see Table 4.1). Similarly, the change
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in silicidation levels as a function of the beam energies is also seen to be minimal. A 
maximum in the mixing efficiency is seen for the 8 -layer structures for all irradiation 
processes, with a general minimum for the 6 -layer structures.
5.1.3 Summary
In summary, ion beam mixing of Fe/Si multi-layered structures has been shown to 
result in the synthesis of a-FeSi:. The dominant mixing mechanism appears to be 
diffusion of Si into the Fe layers, with the level of silicidation achieved being 
apparently influenced by the concentration of Ar embedded in the Si layers during the 
sputter deposition process. However, for all samples exhibited unmixed residual 
layers of Fe throughout the structure, with the highest level of silicidation achieved 
being -78%  for sample 8P1. This inability to completely mix the layer matrix into a 
continuous layer of a-FeSi] has implications with regards to future electrical 
characterisation of the samples, as the residual Fe layers effectively act as an ohmic 
shunt within the semiconducting layers, and makes the formation of junction devices 
virtually impossible. So in answer to the question “Given its already widespread use 
within industry, can the ion beam mixing technique be used to synthesize FeSi2  to a 
sufficiently high quality for use in devices?” (see section 4.1), the answer has to be 
no. For this reason, the decision was taken at this point to abandon the IBM route for 
synthesis and focus upon co-sputter deposition of a-FeSi2 .
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5.2 Experiment 2: The Effect of Composition
5.2.1 Determining the Composition
Four sputter target configurations (see figure 4.1) were used for the silieide deposition 
(see Table 5.1). The RBS spectra for the four samples as recorded on the two 
detectors are presented in figures 5.12 and 5.13.
14000
— Sample 1 
— Sampl e 3
Sample 2 
Sample 4
Substrate signal
12000  -
10000  -
Fe signal
8000 -
Si signal
6000 -
4000 -
2000  -  -
150100 200 250 3500 50 300
Channel
Figure 5. 12 RBS spectra for all 4 sam ples as recorded on detector A.
As can be seen, the number of silicon counts clearly decreases from sample 1 through 
to 4; the number of iron counts is a little more ambiguous to the naked eye.
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30000 -
20000  -
10000  -
50 100 150 200 250 300 3500
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Figure 5 .1 3  RBS spectra for all 4 sam ples as recorded on detector B.
When the results were passed through the Windf v9.34 analysis software, the 
composition of the FeSi^ samples was determined. These are presented in table 5.1.
Sample Composition
w
Error (± lo  @ 
2.5%)
1 2 J ^ 0.06
2 2 T# 0.05
3 1.90 0.05
4 1.78 0.04
Table 5. 1 Composition o f samples 1 to 4 as calculated from the RBS spectra.
5.2.2 The Effect of Composition on the Optical Properties
The results of the optical absorption spectroscopy are given in figure 5.14 and 5.15. 
Figure 5.14 shows the square root of the absorption coefficient as a function of photon 
energy. Clearly, no linear region can be observed, indicating that the deposited films 
do not possess an indirect band-gap. Figure 5.15 gives the versus photon energy 
results. A clear linear region is observed, indicating direct band-gap transitions.
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Figure 5. 14 versus hv for the four stoichiom etries as calculated from the absorption
spectroscopy data.
From figure 5.15, a variation in the absorption coeffieient and band-gap can be 
observed as a function of composition. Stoichiometries of 1.78 and 2.25 show band- 
gaps of 0.912±0.016 and 1.016±0.009eV respectively, with the stoichiometric values 
closest to 2, 1.90 and 2.08, having similar band-gap values of 0.961±0.015 and 
0.961±0.018eV respectively. These values are very similar to those determined by 
Milosavljevie et al. and Wong et al. [2,5,7-8] for as-deposited a-FeSi] of -0.90- 
0.95eV.
The respective absorption coefficients for the samples at a photon energy of 0.90eV 
are given in figure 5.16. The plot shows a clear decrease in absorption coefficient, 
from -3x10"^ em"' to -2.3x10"^ cm"' for decreasing iron content. This is expected as 
one would expect a higher level of absorption from a film containing a higher 
proportion of metallic atoms as opposed to a higher proportion of semiconducting 
amorphous silicon atoms, with its corresponding band-gap of ~1.7eV [9]. The two 
samples closest to the ideal stoichiometry have very similar absorption coefficients of
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2 . 6 6 x 1 cm’’ and 2.54x10"^ cm"' respectively. This is comparable to those found in 
previous studies [2 ,5,7-8].
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I
Ü
4.0x10
2.0x10
0.0  -
0.9 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.60.8 1.50.7
Energy (cV)
Figure 5. 15 versus hv for all stoichiom etries, with a clear linear region apparent, indicating a
direct band-gap within the material.
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Figure 5 .1 6  A bsorption coefficients for the four stoichiom etries at a photon energy o f  0.90eV, 
showing a decreasing relationship w ith decreasing iron content.
The absorption below the band-gap did not display an exponential behaviour (see 
figure 5.17), and so the disorder factor within the material was determined by 
integrating the absorption plot below the extracted band-gap (see section 3.1.1.1). The 
results are given in table 5.2.
„  ... D isorder Factor, DFComposition, a: , .k ’^  (eV.cm )
225
2.08
1.90
1.78
5027
4028
3678
4674
Table 5. 2 Sum m ary o f the disorder factor o f the sub-band-gap absorption.
The results indicate a minimum in the DF  value around the ideal stoichiometric value 
of 2 , with an increasing value as the atomic ratio is increased or decreased from 
ideality. The values for 1.90 and 2.08 are similar to those found by Wong [6 ] for a- 
FeSiz of 3991 eV .cm \
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Figure 5. 17 Absorption coefficient as a function o f photon energy for all four stoichiom etries. An
exponential Urbach Tail is not observed.
5.2.3 The Effect of Composition on the Electrical Properties
The samples were initially put through a Hall measurement in order to determine the 
electrical properties; however, the resistivity of the material proved too low to 
determine the conduction type (p- or n-type) and mobility (see equation 3-10). This 
suggests that the carrier concentration of the material is extremely high. The 
resistivity as a function of temperature is given in figure 5.18. As expected for a 
semiconducting material the resistivity is inversely proportional to temperature. 
Furthermore, the resistivity values at room temperature (BOOK) increase as a function 
of silicon content (see figure 5.19); this implies that the excess carriers in the material 
are introduced by the presence of iron atoms. This may also explain why Shaban et al. 
found that hydrogenation of the silieide has a limited effect on the apparent carrier 
concentration [1 0 ]; passivation of the silicon dangling bonds will only have a limited
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effect if the majority of excess carriers are due to iron dangling bonds (hydrogen 
bonds itself to iron only at extreme pressures [30]).
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Figure 5. 18 Resistivity versus inverse tem perature o f the four stoichiom etries, confirm ing the
sem iconducting nature o f the silieide.
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Figure 5 .1 9  Resistivity o f the four stoichiom etries at 300K. The increasing resistivity as a 
function o f decreasing iron content im plies excess carrier generation is due to the iron atom s.
Figure 5.20 displays a semi log plot of the results for the J-V  analysis carried out at 
room temperature for a-FeSix/ c-Si (p-type) structures. All stoichiometries show 
rectification behaviour consistent with the formation o f a p-n junction and associated 
depletion region, whereby the current conduction in the forward bias regime is orders 
of magnitude greater than in the reverse regime. For these samples, the ratio of 
forward current, Jf, to reverse current, Jr, at ± 2 volts is - 1 0 \  This implies that for all 
of the stoichiometries, the silieide possesses n-type conduction. This is consistent with 
the result determined by Shaban et al. [10] for a-FeSi2/ c-Si (p) structures (section 
2.3), and contrasts with the results determined by Takakura et al. [11] for the 
crystalline beta phase of the material which indicated that a change in atomic 
composition altered the conduction type (see section 2 .2 .2 .1 ).
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Figure 5. 20 J -V  results for the four stoichiom etries deposited on p-type c-Si substrates.
In the forward regime the eonducted current follows the resistivity trends shown in 
figure 5.18, whereby the 2.25 sample has the highest resistivity and the 1.78 sample 
the lowest. The 1.90 and 2.08 stoichiometries exhibit very similar forward conduction 
resistances. The reverse current, also known as the leakage current, for the 1.90 and 
2.08 samples is approximately one third of the value seen for the 1.78 and 2.25 
samples (see figure 5.21). This increased leakage current for the two extreme 
stoichiometries could be explained by the increased DF discussed in section 5.2.2; if 
one assumes generation/ recombination currents to be a significant source of leakage 
current then the increase in DF will create more recombination pathways within the 
silieide. This will be looked at in more detail in section 5.3.
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Figure 5. 21 Leakage current values as a function o f  com position, taken by averaging all reverse
current values from -3.0 to -0.1 volts.
5.2.4 Summary
In this section, the effects of composition on the optical and electrical characteristics 
of as-deposited a-FeSix have been investigated and discussed. The composition 
values were determined, with the use of RBS, to be 1.78, 1.90, 2.08 and 2.25 
respectively.
The photo spectroscopy results indicate that a band-gap of between 0.91 and l.OeV 
exists for the materials, with the absorption coefficient at 0.90eV being directly 
proportional to the amount of iron within the films. The band-gap and absorption 
coefficient value agree well with previous studies. The Disorder Factor below the 
band-gap was determined and exhibited a parabolic type relationship with 
composition, with the minimum centring around the ideal stoichiometry o f 2 .
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The electrical results showed an increase in resistivity for all samples with decreasing 
temperature, consistent with what would be expected for a semiconducting material. 
Furthermore, the resistivity showed a strong dependence on composition, increasing 
with decreasing iron content. This suggests that excess carriers within the material are 
contributed by the iron atoms. J-V  analysis showed rectification behaviour for all 
stoichiometries when employed in an a-FeSix/ c-Si (p) structure, confirming n-type 
conduction for the silieide. The leakage current varied as a function o f composition 
and appeared to follow a similar trend to that o f the disorder factor. It is postulated 
that that generation/ recombination of carriers within the silieide is contributing 
significantly to the leakage current.
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5.3 Experiment 3: a-FeSii/ c-Si Heterojunction Characterisation
Following the results discussed in section 5.2, it was decided to study in further detail 
the p-n junction formed by the amorphous silieide/ crystalline silicon structure. The 
sample with composition closest to that of the ideal value of 2, ie 2.08±0.05, was used 
to investigate the band structure of the Junction using primarily J-V  analysis.
5.3.1 As-deposited a-FeSii/ c-Si Heterojunctions
The J-V  results as a function of temperature are given in figure 5.22. For presentation 
clarity, only the temperature range o f 260-430K is presented; the full results can be 
found in appendix 2. The full temperature range analysed was 80K through to 400K 
in steps of 20K. As expected, the curves indicate a rectification for all temperatures, 
with the reverse bias leakage current, Jo, increasing with temperature from ~ 1 0 '  ^
mA.cm"^ at 80K to ~10^ mA.cm'^ at a temperature of400K.
In order to carry out the appropriate J-V  analysis discussed in section 3.1.1, the values 
of Jo were determined by averaging across the voltage range -O.I to -3.0 for all 
temperatures, with appropriate errors calculated. This value was then used in the 
fitting of the data to equation 3-1, with the exponential factor p  being allowed to vary. 
A correlation coefficient, R^, of greater than 0.9 was achieved for all temperatures, 
indicating good fits o f the data.
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Figure 5, 22 Semi log plot o f the J -V  curves for a-FeSi2 / c-Si heterojunctions at various
tem peratures.
Figure 5.23 shows the In Jo versus 1/kT plot of the data. In aeeordanee with equation 
3-23, the gradient of a straight line fit indicates the value of the energy gap which is 
dominating the conduction mechanism across the junction. From figure 5.23, it is 
apparent that there are two conduction regimes; one for T>240K and one for T<240K. 
For T<240K, Eg is calculated as being 0.018±0.001eV. This extremely low value 
suggests that conduction through a region of the junction consisting of a very high 
density of states is dominant at these temperatures. Given that the sample consists of 
an amorphous layer deposited on a crystalline substrate, with no post deposition 
treatment, one would expect a high interface defect density. Combined with the large 
disorder factor determined in section 5.2.2 of -4000 eV.em'* for as-deposited 
FeSi2 .o8 , it is likely that interface defects and sub-band states are the primary 
conduction route for temperatures below 240K. Examination of the f  value as a 
function of inverse temperature below 240K yields a constant exponential factor as a
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function of temperature (see figure 5.24); this is indicative of tunnelling currents [12] 
(see table 3.1).
240K
0 -
e
1
Linear fit gives =0.018+0.001
-4 -
Linear fit gives E  ^=0.48+0.03  
-V^E^a-FeSi^
-6  —
50 100 1500
1/kT (eV  )
Figure 5. 23 \nJO versus 1/kT for as-deposited a-FeSi; /  c-Si heterojunctions.
For T>240K, Eg is calculated to be 0.48±0.03eV. It is noteworthy that this value is 
approximately half the band-gap value of the silieide. A straight line fit through the 
exponential factor data points for T>240K (see figure 5.24) yields a diode ideality 
factor of r7=1.30±0.10. This lies within the range \<n<2. This result, coupled with the 
extracted energy gap value, strongly suggests that recombination within the silieide is 
the dominant conduction mechanism across the heterojunction for temperatures above 
240K. This finding is similar to those found for a-Si/ c-Si heterojunctions [13].
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Figure 5. 24 Exponential factor, y9, versus 1000/T for as-deposited a-FeSi2 /  c-Si heterojunctions.
Given that the doping concentration of the p-type e-Si substrate is known, and 
therefore we can calculate the position of the Fermi level within the silicon [9], and 
similarly we know that the effective dopant concentration of the silieide is extremely 
high, thus allowing the assumption that the Fermi level is in very close proximity to 
the conduction band of the silieide; this knowledge allows the construction of a band 
diagram for the as-deposited a-FeSi]/ c-Si heterojunction. This is illustrated in figure 
5.25.
Given the results determined from the J-V  data, the various conduction mechanisms 
can be illustrated. Mechanism (a) shows the carrier recombination process within the 
silieide that dominates junction transport for temperatures above 240K while 
mechanism (b) indicates the tunnelling current that appears to dominate below 240K.
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Figure 5. 25 Illustrated band diagram sketch of an as-deposited a-FeSi2/ c-Si heterojunction with  
conduction m echanisms. M echanism (a) indicates recom bination within the silieide while 
mechanism (b) indicates tunneling via interface and sub-band-gap states.
5.3.2 The Effect of Annealing
In this section the effects of annealing the samples on both the optical properties of 
the silieide and the heterojunction properties will be outlined. The annealing regimes 
are outlined in section 4.5, but to recap isothermal annealing was performed at 350°C 
for 3, 6 , 10, 60 and 100 minutes.
5.3.2.1 On the Optical Properties
The square root of absorption coefficient is plotted in figure 5.26 for all annealed 
samples. Similar to the as-deposited layers shown in section 5.2.2, no indirect band- 
gap is apparent.
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Figure 5, 26 Square root o f absorption coefficient versus photon energy for isotherm ally
annealed samples.
The square of the absorption coefficient is displayed in figure 5.27. Again, similar to 
the results discussed in section 5.2.2, a linear region is observed, with extrapolation of 
the linear region to the x-axis yielding the band-gap of the material. These band-gaps 
are displayed graphically in figure 5.28. A decrease in the band-gap from 
0.961±0.018eV for the as-deposited layers to 0.938±0.003eV for the AN3 sample is 
seen. This general decrease is maintained for all the annealed samples, with little 
variation of the band-gap as a function of annealing time being observed. The average 
band-gap of the annealed samples is 0.93 leV, with a standard deviation in the band- 
gaps of just 0.009eV or 1%. Again, this band-gap value is consistent with previous 
findings [2, 5, 7-8], and particularly with Wong [6 ] who observed a band-gap of 
0.947±0.006eV for a-FeSii annealed at 300°C for 30 minutes.
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Figure 5. 27 Square o f absorption coefficient versus photon energy for all isotherm ally annealed
samples.
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Figure 5. 28 Extracted optical band-gaps for all isotherm ally annealed a-FeSii sam ples.
As with the as-deposited samples from section 5.2.2, no exponential behaviour was 
observed in the sub-band-gap absorption plot and so the disorder factor was 
determined by integrating below the extracted band-gap value (see section 3.1 .1 .1 ). 
Figure 5.29 displays the disorder factor as a function of annealing conditions. A large 
drop in disorder factor is observed when the silieide is annealed. As previously 
mentioned the disorder factor for the as-deposited sample is ~4000eV.cm’ ;^ for the 
annealed samples it is reduced to an average figure o f ~3360eV.cm’  ^ with little 
variation, the standard deviation being just 90eV.cm'^ or 2.7%. The implication is that 
even a relatively small thermal budget o f just 350”C for 3 minutes is sufficient to 
reduce the disorder factor by around 15% while still maintaining the layers in their 
amorphous state. Interestingly, this large reduction in the disorder factor was not 
observed by Wong [6 ] upon annealing a-PeSi2  at 300°C for 30 minutes; the reduction 
observed in his investigations was of the order of just 3% from -dOOOeV.cm'^ to 
~3875eV.cm‘\  The implication therefore is that to instigate the significant reductions 
in disorder factor observed in these results requires a minimum anneal temperature o f 
between 300 and 350°C.
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Figure 5. 29 D isorder factor as a function o f  annealing time.
S.3.2.2 On the Heterojunction Characteristics
The effects o f annealing on the leakage current o f the heterojunctions can be observed 
in figure 5.30, which illustrate the J-V  curves of the heterojunctions obtained at room 
temperature. All o f the annealed samples still exhibit a rectification, indicating 
consistent n-type conduction of the silieide. However, there is a pronounced reduction 
in the reverse bias current for the annealed samples as compared to those obtained for 
the as-deposited sample, although there is little variation in the annealed samples 
behaviour themselves.
This can be seen in further detail in figure 5.31, showing the natural log of the reverse 
bias current values as a function of temperature for all of the samples. In a very 
similar manner to the as-deposited sample discussed in section 5.3.1, there is an 
apparent change in the trend at -240K. For temperatures below this value, the
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gradient of the InJo values is considerably steeper than that of the as-deposited 
sample.
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Figure 5. 30 Semi log plot o f room tem perature J-V  curves for isothermally annealed a-FeSi2/ c- 
Si heterojunctions. The as-deposited data is shown for comparison.
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Figure 5. 31 In J„ versus 1/kT for all samples.
The extracted Eg values for this region are given in table 5.3. For all o f the annealed 
samples, there is little variation in the extracted value, with the average being O.lleV 
with a standard deviation of just 0.02eV. As can be seen in table 5.3, this is 
approximately an order of magnitude higher than the O.OlVeV extracted for the as- 
deposited sample. Given the reduction in the disorder factor for the annealed samples 
observed from the optical results (see section 5.3.2.1) it is likely that not only have the 
sub-band-gap states been reduced, but also the defect density in the amorphous 
silieide/ crystalline silicon interface has been reduced. This would result in a higher 
activation energy required for tunnelling transport.
Sample Eg (eV) +/-
As Dep. 0.017 0 . 0 0 1
AN3 0.09 0 . 0 1
AN 6 0 . 1 0 . 0 1
ANIO 0 . 1 2 0 . 0 1
AN60 0.13 0 . 0 1
ANIOO 0 . 1 2 0 . 0 1
Table 5. 3 Extracted Eg values for T<240K for all samples.
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However, for tunnelling transport to dominate, one would expect to see a constant 
exponential factor, y9, as a function of temperature, as was seen for the as-deposited 
sample (see figure 5.24). This Tevelling o ff  of the data is not observed for the 
annealed samples however, although there is typically a distinct reduction in the 
gradient as seen in figure 5.32, which shows p  for sample AN6  and is typical o f the 
annealed samples (for full results see appendix 3). The extracted ideality factors for 
this region are generally much greater than 2 , which according to theory discussed in 
section 3.1.3 is not physically possible. Therefore, it is postulated that the conduction 
for temperatures below 240K consists of two mechanisms: a recombination current 
that takes place at the interface and is significantly influenced or assisted by a 
tunnelling process. This is shown in figure 5.33, where the tunnelling pathway into 
the interface states followed by successive recombination is illustrated [14]. The 
extracted Eg for this process of -O .lleV  does lend credence to this idea, given that the 
conduction/ valence band energy delta at the interface is thought to be -0.23eV.
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Figure 5. 32 Exponential factor, versus 1000/T for sample AN6.
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Figure 5. 33 Illustrated band diagram o f annealed a-FeSi2 /  c-Si heterojunction for tem perature
T<240K.
For temperatures above 240K, the reverse bias eurrent exhibits a similar gradient to 
those of the as-deposited sample, albeit with lower absolute values. The extracted 
energy from this gradient for each of the samples is given in figure 5.34. It is clear 
from the plot that for all samples Eg is approximately equal to half the band-gap of the 
silieide (~0.94eV), with figure 5.35 showing the optical band-gap (as determined in 
previous sections) to extracted Eg ratio for all samples. This suggests that, just as for 
the as-deposited sample above 240K, the annealed heterojunctions conduction 
mechanisms are dominated by recombination of carriers within the silieide.
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Figure 5. 34 Extracted Eg values for T>240K for as-deposited and isothermally annealed sam ples.
This is further supported by the extracted ideality factors for the heterojunctions, 
given in figure 5.36, whereby all samples exhibit ideality factors of \<n<2, with little 
variation between the annealed samples or indeed between the as-deposited and 
annealed samples. The overall conclusion then has to be that for room temperature 
operating conditions, annealing the heterostructures at temperatures designed to 
maintain the amorphous nature of the silicide has little to no effect upon the 
heteroj unction characteristics.
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Figure 5. 35 Extracted optical band-gap to recombination E„ for all heterojunctions.
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Figure 5. 36 Extracted ideality factors, n, o f the as-deposited and annealed heterojunctions.
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5.3.3 Summary
J-V  analysis as a function of temperature was used to eharaeterise a-FeSi2 .os/ c-Si 
heterojunetions. For the as-deposited silicide structure, reetifieation of the current 
flow was observed for all measurement temperatures. Analysis of the J-V  eurves 
showed that two distinet regions of behaviour existed, greater than and less than 
240K. Below 240K, the junetion conduetion was dominated by tunnelling eurrents 
through the sub band-gap and interface states. Above 240K, the eonduetion was 
dominated by recombination o f carriers within the silicide.
Upon isothermal annealing of the samples at 350°C, it was found that the disorder 
faetor within the silieide was reduced by approximately 15% eompared to the as- 
deposited sample. By eomparison to previous work [6 ] it was dedueed that the 
thermal threshold for this reduetion lies in the temperature range of 300-350®C. 
Isothermal annealing also had a marked affect upon the heterojunetion eharaeteristies, 
firstly by reducing the room temperature reverse bias leakage current by 
approximately half an order of magnitude, with little variation being seen for 
increasing annealing time. Above 240K, the eonduetion meehanisms o f the junctions 
were still dominated by recombination of carriers within the silieide. Below 240K, a 
tunnelling/ reeombination process was believed to be taking place.
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5.4 Experiment 4; Photovoltaic Device Characterisation
In this section, the results of characterisation process of the junctions formed, 
specifically from a photovoltaic process, will be presented and discussed. This 
characterisation eonsists of J-V  analysis, similar to the previous section, with the key 
difference being that the samples are illuminated by an AMI .5 light source in a room 
temperature ambient. Once again, the FeSiz og/ e-Si heterojunetions as analysed in the 
previous section were used.
5.4.1 Illuminated / - F  Analysis
The J-V  curves of the devices under illumination are shown in figure 5.37. All of the 
devices indicated a photovoltaic action, ie, under zero external bias a voltage was 
developed across the junction due to illumination.
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Figure 5. 37 Illuminated J -V  results for all devices.
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Little variation in the short circuit current, Jsc, is observed between the various 
devices, as can be seen in figure 5.38. However the absolute photocurrent generated 
of 0.15-0.20mA.cm'^ is generally very low, especially when compared to state o f the 
art a-Si/ c-Si heterojunetion solar cells which can achieve ~40mA.cm'^ [15]. This 
point will be discussed in more detail in section 5.4.2.
A clear increase in the open circuit voltage, Voc, is observed between the as-deposited 
device and the annealed devices (see figure 5.39). The as-deposited device exhibits a 
Voc of 35.0±1.8mV; this increases to 88.0±4.4mV for the AN3 device and increases 
further to a consistent value o f ~140mV for the devices annealed for longer than 3 
minutes.
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Figure 5. 38 J^ c values for all samples.
It is generally thought that sub band-gap states and particularly interface defects have 
a detrimental effect upon the Voc o f any given photovoltaic device [16-18]. It is 
perhaps not surprising, therefore, to see an improvement in the Voc of these devices, 
upon annealing, given that is has already been determined in the previous section that
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annealing decreases both the interface defects and sub band-gap states within the 
silicide. However, even the highest achieved Voc of 147.5mV for device AN 6  is still 
poor compared with the state o f the art of >700mV [15]. In comparing these results to 
those obtained for state o f the art structures, it should be noted that the state of the art 
devices undergo several process steps designed to specifically reduce the interface 
defect density so as to improve the Voc, such as hydrofluoric acid passivation of the c- 
Si surface prior to a-Si deposition, as well as hydrogen passivation of the amorphous 
silicon layer itself. These processes were not performed for the devices tested in this 
work.
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Figure 5 .3 9  Voc values for all samples.
The overall conversion efficiencies, r] of the devices, as calculated from the above 
results, are displayed in figure 5.40. As one would expect, given the improvement in 
Voc, the efficiency increases from 0 .0 0 0 1 % for the as-deposited device to a maximum 
of 0.0013% for device AN6 . This represents an order o f magnitude improvement, 
although the absolute value is still extremely low, and is considerably less than the
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0.22% efficiency reported by Shaban et al. for a similar heterostructure, albeit 
operated in the opposite configuration to these, ie, the light was incident upon the 
silicide [1 0 ].
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Figure 5. 40 Conversion efficiencies o f the fabricated devices.
5.4.2 Device Optimisation
As mentioned in the previous section, the overall conversion efficiencies of the 
devices are extremely low. One of the contributing factors to this is the very low Jsc 
achieved for each of the devices. This is primarily due to the fact that the c-Si 
substrates used to fabricate the devices were -525pm thick; in order to take advantage 
of the differing band-gaps of crystalline silicon and the amorphous silicide ( 1 . 1 2  and 
0.90eV respectively) the devices were arranged with the illumination being incident 
upon the silicon side of the structure. Given the high carrier concentration of the 
silicide, one can assume that the depletion region resides almost entirely within the 
crystalline silicon, approximately 520pm into the silicon, ie, the photons have to
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travel through 520pm of silicon before reaching the depletion region. Taking a typical 
absorption coefficient for crystalline silicon of -5x10^ cm'^ [19], then according to 
[20]:
(5-1)
where I  is the relative light intensity at thickness t, and Iq is the incident light 
intensity, it is found that less than 1 0 % of the incident photons are being absorbed 
within the depletion region. To investigate this, AN6  samples were immersed in 
etchant to thin the crystalline silicon substrates before undergoing illuminated J-V  
analysis once again. The results are displayed in figure 5.41. A clear and significant 
increase in Jsc is observed as a function of reducing silicon substrate thickness, from 
0.14mA.cm"^ for the 525pm substrate to a maximum of 0.9mA.cm'^ for the 350pm 
substrate. This resulted in an increase in the overall conversion efficiency for sample 
AN6  from 0.0013% to 0.0047%.
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Figure 5. 41 Short circuit current density as a function o f substrate thickness for sam ple AN6.
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A simple fit of the data to equation 5-1 suggests that 12-15mA.cm'^ would be 
achievable for a 50um thick substrate (see figure 5.42). As mentioned in the previous 
section, typical state of the art figures are ~40mA.cm'^, although once again, these 
state of the art devices undergo numerous process steps to improve the Jsc value such 
as texturing of the surface and deposition of antireflective coatings [15]. Nevertheless, 
this result indicates that a working device with significant power output would be 
achievable with an appropriately employed architecture.
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Figure 5. 42 Fit of equation 5-1 to the data displayed in figure 4.1 and extrapolated to thinner
substrate values.
5.4.3 Summary
The photovoltaic performance of the a-FeSi2 .08/ c-Si heterojunetions has been 
characterised under AM 1.5 conditions. As would be expected, annealing the samples 
increases the open circuit voltage of the devices due to the reduction in interface 
defect density and sub band-gap states of the silicide, as established in the previous 
section, from a value of 35mV for the as-deposited device to ~150mV for the AN6
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device. The photo-induced current was also found to be extremely low, mainly as a 
result o f the thickness o f the substrate; thinning o f the substrate yielded a distinct 
improvement in this parameter. However, the overall performance of the devices is 
poor, with a maximum conversion efficiency achieved for a ‘thinned’ substrate, AN 6  
device, o f just 0.0047%. Extrapolation of the current output as a function of substrate 
thickness indicates that a device capable of producing 12-15mA.cm‘^  may be 
achievable with appropriate device engineering.
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5.5 Experiment 5: Future Routes to Viability
Given the poor photovoltaic performance of the devices fabricated thus far, it seems 
necessary to investigate alternative processes and structures in which FeSi2 can be 
utilised. While the performance of the investigated devices would undoubtedly be 
improved by such techniques as passivation of the silicide and interface, and texturing 
of the silicon substrate, the overall a-FeSi]/ c-Si structure seems unlikely to challenge 
the performance of a-Si:H/ c-Si heterostrueture solar cells, whose record efficiency 
currently stands at 23% [15, 21].
Of interest with regard to iron disilicide is the fact that it transforms into a 
polycrystalline state (pc-FeSi]) when annealed at 450-500®C [6 ]; this is comparable to 
the annealing temperature required to transform silicon from an amorphous to a 
polycrystalline state [2 2 ], and crucially, below the glass transition temperature of 
typical float zone glass (~550°C) [23]. The advantage of pc-FeSi] over silicon is the 
considerably higher absorption coefficient, meaning much thinner layers can be 
deposited. The advantage of pc-FeSi] over a-FeSi2 is the likelihood of vastly 
improved electrical properties, namely, a decrease in the carrier concentration due to 
the reduction of dangling bonds.
1.0
 pc-FeSi2
 a-Si
 AMI .5 Relative Irradiance 0.6
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Figure 5. 43 Absorption coefficients of pc-FeSi2 and a-Si, with AM 1.5 relative irradiance.
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The potential exists therefore to fabricate an a-Si:H/ pc-FeSi] heterojunetion; this 
structure benefits from not only reduced material usage but also the fact that it can be 
fabricated on glass substrates and it utilises a significant portion of the solar spectrum 
due to the widely differing band-gaps of the two materials (0.9 and 1.7eV 
respectively, see figure 5.43).
To investigate this potential, FeSi2 was-deposited onto glass substrates and annealed 
at 500®C for 1 minute. To confirm the polycrystalline nature o f the material, Raman 
spectroscopy was performed. The results are given in figure 5.44, along with the 
Raman spectrum taken for the ANIOO sample from the previous experiments.
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Figure 5. 44 Raman spectrum of annealed FeSi^ sam ples at 350 and 500°C respectively.
The ANIOO spectrum shows a typical amorphous signal, ie, no characteristic peaks. 
The AN500 sample shows the characteristic peaks associated with pc-FeSi] o f 195 
and 247cm'^ respectively [24, 25], confirming the polycrystalline nature o f the 
samples.
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Figure 5. 45 versus hv for pc-FeSi2, w ith a clear linear region apparent, indicating a direct
band-gap within the material.
The optical absorption results are displayed in figure 5.45, showing the square o f the 
absorption coefficient versus photon energy. As would be expected, a clear linear 
region exists within the plot, indicating a direct band-gap transition. The extrapolated 
band-gap energy is 0.867±0.001eV. This value is agreeable with previous work [26-
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28], although slightly lower than the band-gap determined by Wong for his samples, 
annealed at 500°C for 30 minutes, of G.93G±Q.QG6eV [6 ]. However, it should be noted 
that his samples were highly stoichiometric, while the samples studied here are of 
composition 2.G8±G.G5. This slight difference in composition may be having an effect 
upon the structure o f the polycrystals, such as inducing stress related phenomenon, 
resulting in a slight variation of the band-gap. The calculated disorder factor within 
the material is found to be 1387±28eV.cm'\ This is a significant reduction compared 
to the 35G°C annealed samples of section 5.32 which exhibited typical values in the 
range 34GGeV.cm"\ As one would expect, the phase transformation from amorphous 
to polycrystalline states would appear to reduce the sub-band-gap disorder within the 
material.
Following this. Hall measurements were performed on the sample. The room 
temperature resistivity was measured at G.3GÜi.cm. Compared with the G.GG4Q.cm 
recorded for the as-deposited material, it represents an approximate two order of 
magnitude increase in the resistivity, and is comparable with previous findings [29]. 
This is likely due to the removal of dangling bonds that contribute to the excess 
carrier concentration achieved by transforming from an amorphous to a 
polycrystalline state. Indeed, unlike the amorphous samples fi*om previous sections, it 
was possible to determine a carrier concentration from the polycrystalline sample. The 
results of the temperature dependant analysis are given in figure 5.46. The sample 
consistently exhibited n-type conduction, with a room temperature value of 
2.49±G.19xlG^^ cm'^. Both the conductivity type and carrier concentration are similar 
to previously established values [1 1 ], and exhibit typical temperature dependant 
behaviour [9, 11]. The carrier concentration is extremely high, and it is likely that 
dangling bonds at the grain boundaries are contributing to the total carrier 
concentration. To verify this. Electron Beam Induced Current SEM  (EBIC) was 
attempted to distinguish between bulk crystallite and grain boundary conduction, 
however a decisive image proved impossible to obtain.
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Figure 5. 46 Tem perature dependence o f the electron density and mobility.
Given the significant reduction of the disorder factor within, and the overall improved 
electrical properties of, the silicide one would expect improved heterojunetion 
rectification when deposited onto p-type crystalline silicon as compared to the 
heterostructures consisting of the amorphous phase of the material.
This is indeed the case, as illustrated in figure 5.47. The reverse bias leakage current 
of the polycrystalline junction is approximately an order of magnitude lower than the 
as-deposited amorphous heterojunetion, and approximately half the value of the 
ANIOO sample, while maintaining similar current conduction levels in the forward 
bias mode.
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Figure 5. 47 J -V  curves o f the pc-FeSi2, A D-FeSi2 and annealed a-FeSÎ2 heterojunetions.
In light of these results, and given the aim of combining amorphous silicon and 
polyerystalline FeSi2 into a photovoltaic device so as to take advantage of their 
respective band-gaps, FeSi] was-deposited onto an n-type, 0 . 0 1  to 0 .0 2 fl.cm 
crystalline silicon wafer substrate and annealed at 500“C for 1 minute. Subsequently, 
p-type amorphous silicon was-deposited onto the silicide layer by sputter deposition. 
The wafer merely acted as a convenient conducting substrate so as to perform 
junction transport measurements. Room temperature J-V  analysis was performed to 
determine whether a rectifying junction had been formed. The results are displayed in 
figure 5.48. A non-ohmic behaviour is observed in that the current does not scale 
linearly with voltage. The results suggest that a rectifying junction has been formed, 
albeit one with an extremely high reverse bias leakage current; the current ratio at 
±1V is only approximately 1:2.
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Figure 5. 48 J -V  curve o f a-Si/ pc-FeSiz heterojunetion.
At this point it should be pointed out that amorphous silicon, when used in 
semiconductor devices, is usually deposited onto a surface by Plasma Enhanced 
Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD); one of the main advantages of this method is 
the use of the precursor gas silane (SiH4), resulting in hydrogenated amorphous 
silicon (a-Si:H). The hydrogenation process is key to the performance of the material 
as the hydrogen atoms will occupy the silicon dangling bonds within the amorphous 
matrix, vastly increasing the mobility [9]. However, due to laboratory constraints, it 
was not possible in this experiment to deposit doped a-Si:H, meaning that the sputter 
process that had to be used deposited non-hydrogenated a-Si. As a result of this the 
silicon layer used in the heterostrueture not only exhibited poor overall electrical 
properties, but the interface defect density of the a-Si/ pc-FeSi] heterojunetion is 
likely to be extremely high; it is possible therefore that it is due to this fabrication 
process that the junction rectification is so poor. It proved impossible to detect any 
photovoltaic action with this device.
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5.5.1 Summary
The purpose of this experiment was to establish the potential viability o f a-Si/ pc- 
FeSi2 heterojunetions for potential photovoltaic applications, utilising the respective 
band-gaps o f the two materials and the thermal processing conditions that allow 
fabrication on inexpensive substrates, namely glass.
It has been shown that the polyerystalline FeSi2 can be fabricated on glass substrates 
by annealing the material at 500°C for 1 minute, and furthermore, the material 
exhibits better defined optical properties and improved electrical properties when 
eompared to the amorphous phase. The fabrication of a rudimentary heterojunetion 
was achieved, albeit a poorly performing example o f one, likely due to the less than 
ideal deposition methods that had to be used for the amorphous silicon phase o f the 
fabrication process. A photovoltaic effect was not observed from the structure, due to 
the poor performance of the junction.
However, the results do prove the potential for suceessfully fabricating a reasonable 
quality a-Si:H/ pe-FeSi2 heterostrueture device that utilises the solar spectrum in a 
more efficient manner than the silicon homo)unctions that are currently widespread.
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6. Conclusions
In section 2.4 the overall aims of this project were set forth. As a reminder, they were:
1. Given the already widespread use o f high current ion beams within the 
semiconductor industry, can the ion beam mixing technique be used to synthesize a- 
FeSi2 to a sufficiently high quality for use in devices?
2. What are the effects o f varying the composition of the material?
3. What are the characteristic properties of p-n  junctions formed with the material? 
What effect does thermal processing have on these characteristics?
4. What are the photovoltaic properties of the samples formed in the above?
5. How can the devices be optimised and what level of improvement does this yield?
6 . Given the results from all of the above, is the technology viable for photovoltaic 
applications? If not, what other routes can be taken to achieve viability?
Experiment 1 involved the ion beam mixing of multi-layered Fe/Si structures using 
Ar^ and Fe~^  ion beams at energies of 150 and 200keV respectively. It was shown that 
the highest achieved level of silicidation o f the layers was -85%. In order to be viable 
for use in devices, complete silicidation needs to be achieved, and so at this point it 
was decided that the IBM  technique was not going to present a viable synthesis route 
for the material.
Experiment 2 studied the effect o f varying the composition o f the amorphous phase of 
the material, on both the optical and electrical properties of the silicide. The variable 
composition was achieved by co-sputter deposition of an Fe/Si composite target, with 
varying Fe/Si ratios. It was found that the material exhibited band-gaps between 0.90 
and l.OeV, with the absorption coefficient increasing with the iron content o f the 
samples. The sub band-gap disorder factor was found to have a minimum around the
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ideal stoiehiometry of FeSi]. Temperature dependant resistivity measurements 
performed on the samples confirmed the semiconducting nature of the material, and 
suggested that the excess carriers were primarily provided by the presence of iron 
atoms. The high carrier concentration resulted in an inability to extract a carrier type 
and concentration using Hall measurements. The conduction type of the silicide 
across the entire range o f available stoichiometries was found to be n-type through the 
rectification behaviour observed when the silicides were deposited onto p-type 
crystalline silicon substrates. This result showed that, unlike the semiconducting 
crystalline p-phase of the material, the electrical conduction type was not altered by 
varying the composition of the material.
Experiment 3 studied in greater detail the characteristics of the a-FeSi2 / c-Si 
heterojunetions fabricated in experiment 2 , focussing on the silieide with composition 
closest to 2, ie, 2.08±0.05. This was performed using primarily temperature dependant 
J-V  analysis. It was found that for the as-deposited material, the junction exhibited 
two temperature regimes with regards to the conduction meehanisms. Below 240K, 
the conduction was dominated by tunnelling currents through the interface and sub 
band-gap energy states. Above 240K, recombination o f carriers within the silieide 
was found to be the dominant conduction mechanism. Upon isothermal annealing of 
the samples at 350°C from 3 to 100 minutes, the samples continued to exhibit 
tunnelling conduction meehanisms for temperatures below 240K, but with higher 
activation energies suggesting a decrease in the interface and sub band-gap states. 
Above 240K, the junctions displayed very similar behaviour to the as-deposited 
sample. No significant improvement in the junction characteristics could be discerned 
by annealing at 350°C for any time greater than 3 minutes.
Experiment 4 investigated the photovoltaic properties o f the various heterojunetions 
fabricated in experiment 3. The as-deposited structure exhibited a conversion 
efficiency of just 0.00015%; this value showed improvement with the annealed 
devices, with the highest recorded efficiency of 0.0013% for the device annealed at 
350°C for 6  minutes. The photo-induced current was found to be extremely low due to 
the thickness of the silicon substrate; upon successive thinning of the substrate by 
etching, a distinct improvement was observed. An value o f 12-15 mA.cm'^ was shown
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to be achievable, by extrapolation, for a 50pm thick substrate, giving a theoretical 
efficiency o f -0.15%.
In the light o f the poor device performances obtained in experiment 4, experiment 5 
looked at other potentially viable uses of the material with regards to photovoltaics; 
this research focussed particularly on the fact that the silieide could be transformed 
into a polyerystalline state by annealing at a temperature that is compatible with glass 
substrates. Polyerystalline FeSi2 .o8 was found to possess greatly improved optical 
properties to the amorphous phase, namely a much reduced sub band-gap disorder 
factor, as well as exhibiting significantly improved electrical properties, in that the 
excess carrier concentration was greatly reduced and could be experimentally 
determined to be n-type with a room temperature value of -2.5x10^® cm" .^ An attempt 
was made to fabricate an a-Si (p-type)/ pc-FeSi2 (n-type) heterostrueture, with a view 
to utilising the respective band-gaps o f the two materials. While the fabricated 
heterojunetion did display a level of rectification, the device performance was poor 
with the respect to the reverse bias leakage current with a ratio o f - 1 : 2  at ± 1 V.
However, this poor performance is likely to have been due to the limited amorphous 
silicon processing capabilities available, and is likely to be improved significantly 
using hydrogenated amorphous silicon from a PECVD process. It proved impossible 
to obtain a photo-voltage from the junetion, but the study did prove the potential for 
successfully fabricating a reasonable quality a-Si:H/ pc-FeSi2  heterostrueture that 
could be utilised as thin film photovoltaic device.
The overriding key objective of this project was to qualify the viability o f 
semiconducting amorphous iron disilicide as a photovoltaic material. Given the 
inability to control and pacify the electrical properties of the material, its suitability 
for device fabrication is limited. Given that the photovoltaic efficiencies obtained 
using heterostrueture devices were of the order of just 0 .0 0 1 %, theoretically rising to 
0.15% using an ideal device architecture, this is still well below the efficiency values 
achieved using established heterostrueture technologies.
However, the potential displayed by the a-Si/ pe-FeSi2 device structure could be 
promising.
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7. Future Work
Given the results of experiment 5, it seems obvious that future research should focus 
on the polyerystalline phase of the material. Specifically, this should include 
development of processes to control the electrical properties, particularly the carrier 
concentration.
Is the electrical conduction of the material dominated by grain boundaries? If so, can 
the grain boundaries be passivated using viable techniques such as hydrogenation via 
i f  ion implantation or forming gas anneals? Can the material be counter doped in 
order to reduce the overall excess carrier concentration? And, perhaps most 
importantly of all, can a viable and controllable fabrication process be developed that 
will lead to a-Si:H/ pc-FeSi] heterostruetures o f sufficient quality to be used as 
photovoltaic devices?
These are questions and issues that need to be addressed if the semiconducting iron 
disilicide material and its potential technologies are to be taken forward.
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Glossary of Terms
a- Designates an Amorphous Material
AD As Deposited
c- Designates a Crystalline Material
CIGS Copper Indium Gallium Selenide
Composition Atomic ratio
DF Disorder Faetor
D I De-ionised Water
EBIC Electron Beam Induced Current
EELS Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy
Eg Energy Bandgap
HE Hydrofluoric Acid
HFB High Forward Bias
IBM Ion Beam Mixing
IBS Ion Beam Synthesis
IBSD Ion Beam Sputter Deposition
LFB Low Forward Bias
MBE Molecular Beam Epitaxy
pc- Designates a Polyerystalline Material
PECVD Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition
P V Photovoltaic
BBS Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy
RDE Reactive Deposition Epitaxy
RF Radio Frequency (typically 13.56MHz)
RT Room Temperature
SPE Solid Phase Epitaxy
TFU Thin Film Unit
VdP Van der Pauw
XRD X-Ray Diffraction
Cross-sectional Transmission ElectronXTEM Microscopy
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Appendix 1. RBS Results for Multi-layered Structures
RBS
Sample
#
Process T otal #  o f  layers
Layer Thicknesses 
(absolute units) Silicidation
Fe Si A r FeSia %
Sample TFU TFU TFU TFU
6P1 5
Fe 150 
keV 6 209 388 21 375 67%
8P1 6
Fe 150 
keV
8 199 352 16 430 84%
lO Pl 7
Fe 150 
keV 10 253 413 20 470 80%
12P1 8
Fe 150 
keV
12 234 412 17 444 75%
6P2 9
Fe 200 
keV 6
182 370 31 352 65%
8P2 10 Fe 200 keV
8 207 365 21 434 82%
10P2 11 F e200
keV
10 242 404 29 446 78%
12P2 12 Fe 200 keV 12 235 407 21 447 77%
6P3 13
Ar 150 
keV 6
202 382 24 354 64%
8P3 14
Ar 150
keV 8
216 433 23 458 71%
10P3 15 Ar 150 keV
10 236 419 21 433 72%
12P3 16
Ar 150 
keV
12 220 397 18 430 75%
6P4 17 A r200keV
6 197 402 18 398 67%
8P4 18 A r200keV
8 225 415 21 458 76%
10P4 19 A r200keV
10 231 384 18 419 78%
12P4 20
A r200
keV
12 226 418 18 442 73%
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6 layer structure
120
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Fe 1 Si 2 
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Si 
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100-n
Fe 1 Si 2
Si 1 0 2
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nm
8 layer structure
1 0 0 -r
nm
10 layer structure
120
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Irradiated Struetures
Table A l. 1 Summ ary o f tbe irradiated structure processes and results.
1 0 0 - r
T
n m
Sample 5 
Sample 6
120
120
Fe
Pe l  Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
SI 
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
Fe
Fe 1 Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si 
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
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1 0 0 - r
u 
£
I  '
0
1 0 0 -n
1 0 0 -r
—T
n m
Sample 7
n m
Sample 8
120
120
Fe
F e l l  Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si 
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
Fe
F e l l  Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si 
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
Fe
Fe 1 Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si 
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
n m 1 2 0
Sample 9
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100-r
u 
£
I  '
Fe
F e l l  Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si 
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
0
1 0 0 -n
1 0 0 -r
6 ^
U
£
I  '
n m
Sample 10
120
n m
Sample 11
T
n m
Sample 12
120
120
Fe
Fe 1 Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
Fe
Fe 1 Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si 
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
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100-r
Fe
Fe 1 Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si 
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
0
1 0 0 -r
u
1
I
100-1,
gs
u 
1
I  '
n m
Sample 13
120
n m
Sample 14
n m
Sample 15
120
120
Fe
Fe 1 Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si 
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
Fe
Fe 1 Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
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100-r?
u 
1
I  '
Fe
Fe l l  Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si 
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
0
1 0 0 -r
100 -r
n m
Sample 16
120
n m
Sam ple 17
120
Sample 18
120
Fe
Fe l l  Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
Fe
Fe l l  Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si 
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
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100-r
0 - 
0
100-r
u 
£
I  '
n m
Sample 19
n m
Sample 20
120
120
Fe
Fe 1 Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si 
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
Fe
Fe 1 Si 2 
Si 1 0 2  
Si
Ar
1 6 0  2 Si 1
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Appendix 2. As-deposited a-FeSi]/ c-Si Heterojunction J -V (T) Data
- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2
Voltage (V)
J - F  tem perature dependant curves for as-deposited a-FeSiz/ c-Si heterojunctions
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Appendix 3. Exponential Factors of Annealed a-FeSi]/ c-Si Junctions
lOOO/T (1000/K)
Sample AN3
loooyr (looo/K) 
Sample AN6
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